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Textile Dedication, Dance To Attract Hundreds
Beneke Opens Week-End
With Concert In Chapel
By STAN KOHN
The Clemson social whirl of the November 2-3 weekend
will get underway Friday afternoon in the College Chapel
when Tex Beneke and his orchestra give the Clemson student body a preview of "Music in the Mood" that will keep
time to the TIGER-Autumn Ball on Friday and Saturday
nights. The free concert, which will unveil the Beneke vocalists Shirley Wilson and Bill Raymond, is intended to give
the students a chance to get the Beneke beat under their
belts before attempting anything at the formal dance in the
Field House Friday night.
The Friday night dance,
which will begin at 9 p. m., is
formal and will feature the
selection of the TAPS beauties,
an annual campus affair. Saturday's dance, which is from 8
p. m. to midnight, is informal.
Tex Beneke was born in Fort
Worth, Texas, and began playing the sax when he was nine
years old. At thirteen he was a
member of his high school's
dance orchestra. He later formed a trio with Ben Hogan, now a
famous golfer, on drums.
He played in small orchestras
until ,1938 when he joined Glenn
Miller and his orchestra. It was
there that he, got the nickname
"Tex", his real name being Gordon.
When Glenn Miller enlisted in
the Army, Tex remained a, civilian
for awhile touring the country
with Marion Hutton and the
Modernaires. Later Tex enlisted
in the Navy as a Chief Petty Officer and was sent to Oklahoma.
When Glenn Miller was reported missing in action", Don
Haynes, the Miller manager, urged
Tex to take over the Miller outToday Tex Beneke and his orchestra have been accepted by
the public, not only in lieu of
Glenn Miller's band, but also as
one of the nation's foremost orchestra.
Shirley Wilson, featured vocalist with Tex Beneke and his orchestra, is that rarity in Hollywood, a native born daughter
who grew up in the shadow of
the motion picture studios and
became a successful dancer before she turned to singing.
Tlje lovely Miss Wilson, now 21,
started out in show business at
the age of 16 in Hollywood, and
has been very busy at it ever
since. This is her first singing
appearance with a top name band.
Shirley's first professional
work was as an adagio dancer,
teamed with Igor Dega. She
later joined a vocal quartet for
a 16-week engagement at Slapsie Maxie's in Hollywood. Then
20th Century-Fox offered her a
job as Betty Grable's double in
pictures and for three years
she danced and appeared as the
lovely Miss Grable in long
shots.
Shirley's dancing talent again
came into demand in 1950 when
R. K. O. Studios hired her as
assistant dance director to Busby
Berkley for the picture "Two
Tickets to Broadway." She has
studied dancing, piano, violin,
and cello, which makes her
mighty musical.
For recreation Shirley likes
sailing, golf, and swimming, and
her pet hobby is art. She does
considerable sketching and works
in watercolor.
Bill Raymond, young singer
with Beneke's orchestra, has
had an active singing career,
despite his slim 23 years of age.
Since launching his singing
career as a professional at the
age of seventeen, Bill has sung
with three vocal groups, has
been a soloist and night club
master of ceremonies, and has
been vocalist with five dance
orchestras.
Bill started his trip along the
road to vocal success as a twelveyear-old. At Columbus High
School in the Bronx, he was a
member of the glee club and was
an active participant in the school
dramatic club.
Prices for the dances, as announced by the Central Dance Association, are Friday $3.50, Saturday $3.75, and Block Ticket
$6.50.
Saturday afternoon the Clem
son Tigers will meet the Demon Deacons of Wake Forest
in a duel in the sun at the Clemson Memorial Stadium at 2:15
p. m. The game is expected to
attract a record crowd.
The Clemson corps of cadets
will march onto the playing field
prior to the game time in the traditional manner. While on the
field they will cheer both teams
and sing the Clemson alma mater.

Plays Here

Long Named To Senior Council
State's Largest Mural Is
Clemson House
The largest mural in the state
of South Carolina will soon be
presented to the Clemson House,
new ultra-modern hotel on the
campus.
The mural, which is to be
displayed in the Saber Room,
is forty feet long and seven
feet high.
Mr. Gilmer Petroff, former assistant professor of architecture
at Clemson, painted the mural,
given to the hotel by Lyles, Bissett, Carlisle, and Wolff, architects for the Clemson House, and
all Clemson men.

Alumni Board To
Meet In Chapel
November 10

'l'JBX Kills cKfc

McElmurray Given
Third Place Rating
InGrady
Tractor
Contest
A. McElmurray, Jr.,

a
freshman at Clemson, was awarded a third place rating in the
regional 4-H club tractor operator's contest held recently at the
Virginia State Fair, Richmond, Va.
The contest, which is an activity of the 4-H tractor maintenance
project, consists of four events:
an examination, inspection of the
machine, driving the tractor, and
belting the tractor to a machine
and operating it.

20 New Members
Named By ASAE
The American Society of Agricultural Engineers held a regular meeting in the Agricultural
Engineering Auditorium Tuesday,
October 10. Twenty new members received their final initiation
into the club. They are as follows: O. L. Craig, D. E. Craig, W.
O. Adams, J. L. Brown, H. B.
Turner, E. D. Jordan, L. H. Carroll, B. M. Ferguson, J. A. Gilmore,
Also, J. C. McElmury, R. G.
Lee, J. H. Shever, N. H. Coughman, D. T. Judy, J. J. Floyd, C.
SS. Bates, S. A. Nunnery, Jimmie
Vause, J. E. Fletcher, and G. P.
Kinard.

Mr. R. Roy Pearce, president of
the Board of Directors of the
Clemson Alumni Corporation, has
requested that all members of
the Board attend a meeting of the
Board at Clemson College on November 10. The meeting will be
held at 11:30 a. m. at the College
Chapel.
After the meeting the members
of the Board will have lunch in
the Clemson House and then attend the Clemson-Boston College
football game.

Saturday Class
Schedule Announced
Because of the special ceremonies to be conducted in connection
with the dedication of the Textile Building and the ClemsonWake Forest football game, the
following changes will be in effect on Saturday, November 3.
Regular Classes Nov. 3 Classes
9 a. m.
8:50 a. m. to 9:25 a. m.
10 a. m.
9:35 a. m. to 10:10 a. m.
11 a. m. 10:20 a. m. to 10:55 a. m.
12 a. m. 11:05 a. m. to 11:40 a. m.
Dinner will be served in the
mess halls at 12:15 p. m.

Sgt. Tosh Retires
After Long Record
Of Service To Army
Master Sergeant Cleveland E.
Tosh, member of the Clemson
military staff, has recently retired from the United States
Army after 22 years of service.
Sergeant Tosh has been stationed
at Clemson for two years.
He has served in the European
Theater and received the Silver
Star, Bronze Star, and the Purple
Heart with Oak Leaf Cluster.
The sergeant will leave Clemson this week for his home, Philadelphia, Missouri, where he will
enter the grocery business with
his brother.

Applications For
Draft Tests Are
Now Available
Applications for the December
1951 and April 1952 administrations of the College Qualification
Test for Selective Service are now
available at draft boards throughout the country.
Eligible students who intend
to take this test on either date
should apply at once to the nearest draft board for an application
and a bulletin of information.
Following instructions in the
bulletin, the student should fill
out his application and mail it
immediately in the envelope
provided. Applications for the
December 13 test must be postmarked no later than midnight,
November 5, 1951.
According to the Educational
Testing Service, which prepares
and administers the College Qualification Test for the Selective
Service System ( it will be greatly
to the student's advantage to file
his application at once, regardless of the testing date he selects.
The results will be reported to
the student's Selective Service
local board of jurisdiction for use
in considering his deferment as a
stuctent.

Bennett Elected To
Head Freshman Class
Charles W. Long, textile engineering senior of Conway, was
elected to fill the vacancy on the
Senior Council. At the same time
J. W. Barton, Atlanta mechanical
engineering senior was elected
vice-president of the senior class.
Senior class representatives
to Student Government, who
were unopposed for the three
seats in the assembly are R. L.
Shores, Spartanburg; S. H.
Smith, Allendale; and C. B. Watkins, Augusta.
The junior class named T. E.
Gioiosa of Bethesda, Maryland;
L. A. Seaborn and R. R. Stokes,
both of Greenville, as representatives to the Student Government.
The sophomore class had vacancies in Student Government
representation and named A. B.
Swett of Greenville, Dan Spearman of Easley, and J. T. McCarter of Taylors to the vacant seats.
P. G. Porcher of Charleston was.
named treasurer of the sophomore
class.
G. U. Bennett was elected as
president of the freshman class.
Serving with him are J. P. Montgomery, vice-president; J. P. Truluck, secretary; and J. T. King,
treasurer. The following freshmen will serve as Student Government representatives: J. W. Derrick, J. L. Parler, J. A. Templeton, L. J. Turner, and J. A. White.

Korean Bridge
Called "Jinx" By
Clemson Graduate
The bridge over the Imjin
River at Munzanni is called the
"Jinx" bridge by men of the 58th
Engineer Treadway Company's
First Bridge Platoon, according to
First Lieutenant Marion M. Wood,
Clemson graduate of Greer, S. C.
Bridge after bridge has been
wrecked by the raging river.
"We rebuilt it five times in one
month," said Wood, "but we
haven't had to touch it since
last August. We're keeping our
fingers crossed."
Lieutenant Wood, a former regimental adjutant at Clemson, arrived in Korea a year ago. He entered the Korean war with the
58th in the landing at Inchon. The
Lieutenant has received the
Bronze Star Medal and the Presidential Unit Citation.

AUTUMN BALL

President Releases
Parking Instructions
For This Week-end
Because of the large number
of visitors and officials expected
on the campus this Saturday for
participation in the Textile
School Dedication, the President's Office has requested that
the following regulations be
adhered to:
Automobile owners, both
faculty and student, are requested not to park their cars in the
areas designated below:
1) Main Building parking
area.
2) Around the circle in front
of the Bain Building.
3) On both sides of the road
leading from the Library to the
Main Building.
4) Both sides of the street in
front of the Textile Building.
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Miss Bess Clark
For Sports Editor
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For Associate Editor

Sponsors for the Senior Staff of The TIGER at the annual TIGER-Autumn Ball on November 2-3
are Miss Janet Jones of Clemson for Co-Editor Louis Henry of Clemson, Miss Ann Neely of Rock
Hill for Co-Editor Charles Meiburg of Clemson,, Miss Jean Laney of Cheraw for Business Manager
Joe Reid, Miss Debby Gray of Columbia for News Editor Stan Kohn of Charleston, Miss Bess Clark
of Greenville for Sports Editor Harold Owen of Greenville, and Mrs. L. K. Baker of Clemson for Associate Editor L. K. Baker of Clemson.

The J. E. Sirrine Textile Building, one of the South's
largest and most important educational facilities, will be
dedicated formally at ceremonies on the Clemson College
campus this Saturday, beginning at 10 a. m. in the College
Chapel. At the time of the dedication, twenty-eight honorary degrees will be awarded the nation's leading figures in
the fields of textiles, industry, engineering, and government.

College Juniors
Offered Rhodes
Scholarships

Cadet First Lieutenant Harry
M. Lightsey has been named cadet
of the Week by the Commandant's Office. Lightsey is company executive of Company A-3.
He was named, according to
Colonel F. E. Cookson, for "his
outstanding performance of duty
as officer of the day on the night
of the pep rally before the Caro
Una game, and for his interest in
his duties as the president of the
student body."
Lightsey is an agricultural senior of Columbia.

Block And Bridle
Club Will Hold
Annual Barbeque
The Block and Bridle Club will
hold its annual barbecue from
11:30 a. m. until game time on
Saturday before the Wake Forest
game. Tickets, which are $1.25,
may be secured from any club
member.
The barbecue will be held at
the Y. M. C. A. Cabin at the end
of Berkshire Road.
Proceeds from the barbecue
will be used to support the Clemson Judging Team. The club
member who sells the largest
number of tickets win win a free
trip to the International Livestock Show in Chicago.

Full Week-End Will Keep Students Busy
Dedication, Dance, Game Are Highlights

Phi Epsilon Siqma
Elects New Officers
Phi Epsilon Sigma, club for
history majors and minors, elected officers ^or the year at a recent meeting. Bobby G. Anderson succeeds George Lindstedt as
president.
Robert L. Swittenberg was elected vice - president. John V.
Thompson succeeds C. L. Ackerman as secretary-treasurer. Dr.
C. W. Bolen is the new faculty adviser.
Four new members are now being initiated into Phi Epsilon
Sigma. They are: T. F. Brooks,
T. J. Gibson, L. L. Henry, and T.
R. Matthews.

Lightsey Is Named
Cadet Of The Week

Sirrine Hall Dedication
Set; Byrnes Will Speak

By Rafigue Saigol
Looks like everybody can go to
town this coming week-end, and
to start it off with a bang the
Clemson Colleg Board of Trustees will hold a meeting on Friday, November 2, at 11:00 a. m.
in the President's office.
Then, from 9 p. m. till 1 a. m.
everybody who can afford to wear
formal tucks or likes to, for that
matter, can attend the Tiger-Autumn Ball at the usual place—the
Field House.
But before the main event, as
is customary, there will be a free
con.cert at 5 p. m. and an exclusive Tiger Banquet at 7 p. m.
Not, of course, to forget the arrivals of the Trustees of the J.
E. Sirrine Textile Foundation.
They can be located at the Trustees' House.
On Saturday, November 3,
comes the main attraction of the
week-end, the dedication of the
J. E. Sirrine Textile Building
by the Honorable J. F. Byrnes
and the awarding of honorary
degrees to about 28 outstanding
personalities in the Textile field
in the College Chapel.
This will take place ahead of
the following exciting events of
the day at 10:00 a. m. The Block
and Bridle is not to be out-done
in activities so they are holding
their annual barbeque from 11:30
a. m. to 1 p. m.
To accomodate the ClemsonWake Forest football game to be
played at 2 p. m., the college authorities have shortened the class
periods. Of course, then comes
the $64 question and event for the
semester's activities this far—
the football game itself.
Finally, for some the most important event and the last one for
the weekend, comes the informal
Tiger-Autumn Ball from 9 p. m.
til 12 midnight at the Field House.

Scholarships are available in all
fields at the University of Oxford
as a Rhodes Scholarship to students meeting the conditions of
eligibility.
In order to be eligible for a
Rhodes Scholarship, the student
must be an unmarried male citizen between the ages of 19 and
25, and a junior in college. Literary and scholastic ability will also be consideerd, as well as the
qualities of manhood, truth, courage, devotion to duty, sympathy,
kindliness, unselfishness, and fellowship.
Any students interested in the
Rhodes Scholarship . is requested
to see Dean F. M. Kinard in
Room 28 Main.

February Air Force
Graduates To Be
Called In 90 Days
College students in the Air
Force Reserve Officers Training
Corps who receive their commissions and baccalaureate degrees
between January 1 and March 23
will be ordered to active military
service within ninety days after
their graduation according to information received by Col. John
B. F. Dice of the Air Science Department.
It is estimated that this call will
affect about 1,100 students, 200 of
which will be from the Fourteenth
Air Force 12-state area which extends from New Mexico to North
Carolina.
Air Force ROTC students who
are veterans are excluded from
the call. They may be called
should future requireemnts of the
Air Force dictate such action.
No announcement has been
made as to the calling of the several thousand Air Force ROTC
students who will receive their
commissions and degrees after
March 23. The Air Force said
that a decision concerning their
call will be announced later after
a "detailed determination of Air
Force requirements" is made.
At Clemson, 23 of the midyear
graduates have completed Air
Science, 3 already have commissions in the Air Force Reserve,
and 3 are veterans. Thus 17 of
the midyear graduates are sure to
be affected by this call. These officers will be encouraged to apply
for flying or meterology training
or go into research and developement.

The principal address for the
occasion will be delivered by the
Honorable James F. Byrnes, Governor of South Carolina, life trustee of Clemson College, and a recipient of one of the twenty-eight
honorary degrees.
During the day the Textile
Building will be opened to the
public and guided tours of the
building will be continuously
conducted. The building, which
was completed in 1939, is equipped with the latest textile machinery and laboratory equipment
through the combined efforts of
the State of South Carolina and
private industry.
The South Carolina Division
of the Southern Textile Association, which annually holds its
fall meeting at the college, is
abandoning its usual program
and will meet at Clemson to
join in the honoring of the Textile School and the recipients
of the honorary degrees.
The dedication ceremonies will
begin at 10 a. m. in the college
chapel. The Reverend S. J. L.
Crouch, pastor of the Fort Mill
Presbyterian Church, will pronounce the invocation. Mr. R. M.
Cooper, of Wisacky, will give the
welcome. Mr. Cooper is chairman of the Board of Trustees of
the college.
Dr. H. M. Brown, dean of the
School of Textiles, will speak on
the development of the school.
Governor Byrnes will then deliver his address on "The Role of
Industry in South Carolina's
Progress."
The honorary degrees will be
awarded by Dr. R. F. Poole, president of Clemson College. The
benediction by Dr. Crouch will
close the ceremonies.
At the close of the dedication
ceremonies the honored guests will
tour the textile school and will
then attend a buffet luncheon
along with members of the Southern Textile Association in the
Field House prior to the ClemsonWake Forest football game, which
they will attend as guests of the
college.
Present indications are that
the coming week-end will
bring to Clemson the largest
crowd that has ever assembled
here. Many plans have been
made for the comfort and pleasure of our visitors.
For the football game on Saturday afternoon, the College is
asking all local residents who
plan to attend and who live
within walking distance of the
stadium to leave their cars at
home and to those who do not
live within walking distance to
drive to a point within walking
distance and park their cars.
We hope that all parking space
around the stadium will be
available for our visitors. The
College will appreciate your
cooperation.
Thank you.
Clemson College

Taps Beauties Will Be
Selected at Autumn Ball
TAPS beauties will be selected
at the formal dance of the Autumn Ball on Friday evening, November 2. Seven girls will be
chosen for the beauty section of
the college yearbook as representatives of the students of Clemson.
The beauties will be selected
by a committee of students and
faculty members. There will be
an intermission party in honor of
the chosen girls Friday night.
The girls that are chosen by
the committee will have their pictures taken on Saturday morning
by Shelton studios of Greenville.
Formal pictures will be taken in
Greenville and informal photos
will be taken at Clemson. The
dates of all students are eligible
for this honor. There are no photographs to submit or applications to fill out; the TAPS beauties
will be chosen at the dance.

Mr. Bruce Cloaninger
Is Fertilizer Official
Mr. Bruce D. Cloaninger, secretary of the Board of Fertilizer
Control, has been named secretary-treasurer of the Association
of American Fertilizer Officials
at a recent meeting in Washington, D. C.
Mr. Cloaninger is a member of
the college fertilizer department.

By Their Words

"You just turn the crank and
dar you is."
"Sterno" Fernow
"Loose as John Lane's goose."
"Joe-College" Farr
"There's another solution to this
problem."
"Simultaneous" Miller
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Clemson B. S. U. Attends Convention
In Spartanburg On November 9-11
Dr. Jack Noffsinger, pastor of
the First Baptist Church, Gainesville, Florida, and Dr. John Wayland, pastor of the First Baptist
Church, North Wilkesboro, N. C,
are among the outstanding guest
speakers for the South Carolina
State Baptist Student Fall Convention which will be held in
Spartanburg, South Carolina, November 9-11 with the Baptist
Churches of Spartanburg and the
Baptist Student Unions of the
Spartanburg colleges as hosts.
Miss Estelle Slater, Associate
in the Department of Student
Work in Nashville, Tenn., will
be present during the entire
convention and will bring greetings from the Southwide BSU
Department. She will, also
teach the College Freshmen
MISS ESTELLE SLATER
I
DR. JOHN WAYLAND
DR. JACK NOFFSINGER
Sunday School class.
Dr. Noffsinger, who is a popular
figure-head at student Retreats at
Ridgecrest and throughout the
South, will bring the message Friday night, "Personal Crises", and
the Saturday morning message,
"Social Crises." Dr. Wayland will
continue the thought of the theme
which is "Christ For the Crises"
Saturday evening with his message, "World Crises." Rev. Norman Shands, pastor of the First
Baptist Church of Spartanburg,
will close the convention with his
message Sunday morning, "Christ
and the Crises."
Saturday morning Dr. Noffsinger and Dr. Wayland will lead
seminars entitled "The Christian
On the Job" and "The Christian
0:ff the Job." After the seminars
a luncheon will be served at the
First Baptist Church. Miss Nancy
Hart Miller, state social vice-pres
ident, will have charge of the entertainment during the luncheon
and also during the picnic supper which will be served by the
church Friday evening.
An outstanding feature of the
convention will be a play presented by the Dramatic Club
of the First Baptist Church under the direction of Miss Kay
Teague, educational
director
there. The play will be entitled "The Meaning and Message
of BSU."
Students appearing oh the "Baptist Student Union at Work" Saturday evening will be Mike McGee, Furman; Nancy Hart Miller,
Woman's College-; Sarah Kolb, CoShown above are the sponsors for the Central Dance Association at the annual TIGER-Autumn
ker; Louise Martin, Limestone,
Ball, which will be held in the college Field House on the evening of November 2 and 3. Top row,
and Bill Shuler, Clemson.
left to right are: Miss Jane Rogers, Spartanburg, for Fred Bartlett, publicity chairman; Mrs. CharWorship services for the conley Bates, Clemson, for Charley Bates, president; and Miss Cile Nelson, Greenwood, for Bud Colevention have been planned and diman, placing chairman, Bottom row: Miss Ann Bradley, Orangeburg, for Matt Moore, floor chairrected by Miss Dorothy Sears, stuman; and Mrs. Jack Clapp, Clemson, for Jack Clapp, decorations chairman. The Friday night
dent secretary of Winthrop Coldance is formal, the Saturday night dance is informal.
lege. Miss Lovey Jo Moore, state
music chairman has planned the
BOOK REVIEW
musical program and Mr. Gene
Elam, BSU president of Wofford,
j*
will lead the music. Miss Mary
«*
Ina Sigmon, minister of music of
The companies listed are invitthe First Baptist Church of Rock
aggerated detachment from all the
By Rafique Saigol
ed to the Clemson College YMCA
Hill, will play for the sessions
What any person gets out of a ordinary prejudices of either
for "Open House" programs on the
through Saturday night.
book,
no
matter
what
type
of
morality
or
taste
and
a
consequent
dates set opposite the various comOther outstanding
leaders
panies. Two companies will be book it might be, depends wholly tendency to present the most vioduring
the
convention
will
be
and
solely
on
what
that
person
lent
and
repulsive
scenes
with
the
invited down each Thursday night
at 8:30. The company comman- happens to be looking for. How- elaborate casualness of a careful Dr. Jack Flanders, professor of
der or someone acting on his be- ever, were that person to read pseudo-naivete. Yet Mr. Cald- religion at Furman University
half is requested to have charge "Tobacco Road" by Erskine Cald- well is not, for all that, really like and faculty advisor for the state
of the men on the company and well, he would be confronted with either Hemingway or Faulkner. BSU, who will teach the Sunday
all of them come to Club Rooms a. situation singularly unique. The first has something of that School class for the college seNo. 1 and No. 2 where a brief Unique in the sense) that even if dogged, repetitious gravity of one niors; Rev. Bill Lancaster, assistant pastor of the First Bapprogram will be provided and the the book were approached merely of his own drunks; the second
tist Church of Spartanburg, and
students will be invited to be for aT« hour's doodle reading, were sometimes suggests the imbecile
former Wofford BSU president,
earnestness
of
his
favorite
halfread
for
entertainment
alone,
he
guests for a picture upstairs or
will
teach the Junior Sunday
would involuntarily find, him- wits; but when Caldwell is most
downstairs.
School class; Miss Ellen Razor,
self getting an education and a being characteristically himself professor of mathematics of the
It has been suggested that deeper-than-usual insight into the the mood which dominates his
some companies may wish to life of poor-white trash of some writing is the mood of grotesque University of S. C. and Carolina
have a social period at the T part of Georgia. And yet, people and horrible humor. The ele- BSU faenlty advisor, will teach
Cabin; perhaps a dutch supper more or less like these Georgia ment, of which he is most aware the Sophomore Sunday School
there and come to the T for an poor-whites occur, of course, in and that which he seems most to class.
"Open House" program fol- many spots—New Jersey, Maine, make us perceive, is the element
Mr. Doug Turley, of the Citadel,
lowing the meeting at the *Y*
State
BSU president will preside
of an almost pure macabre. This
Cabin. Companies wishing to Massachusetts, Kentucky moun- starveling remnant of the Georgia during the convention. The conmake such arrangements are tains and so on.
poor-white trash is not only be- vention program has been planned
asked to sign up for the 'V
Then, this book — "Tobacco yond all morality and all sense of under the direction of Mr. Harold
Cabin sometime in advance.
Road"—tells the story of Jeeter dignity or shame, it is almost- be- Cole, state student secretary, and
Lester, his wife, old mother, yond all hope and fear as well. As the student committee composed
"Open House" schedule for comson and hare-lipped daughter, ramshackle and decayed as the of Doug Turley, Nancy Hart Millpanies:
in their shanty, with no crops moldy cabin in which it lives, it er, Lovey Jo Moore, and Bill ShuB-2
ler, along with the student secresown for years, no money but
B-4—Thursday, Nov. 1, T some handy stealing. There is is scarcely more than a parody of taries.
Club Rooms Nos. 1 and 2, 8:30 p. also another daughter. Pearl, humanity, and when some hidden
Approximately a thousand stuspark of anger flashes forth,
m.
not Jeeter's, -who is her mother's briefly, or when lust—the most dents are expected to attend the
C-2
favorite and whom Jeeter has nearly inextinguishable of human convention from twenty-four colC-4—Thursday, Nov. 8, *Y'
sold to Lov Bensey for seven impulses—motivates a casual .and lege campuses of the state where
Club Rooms Nos. 1 and 2, 8:30 p.
dollars. Lov, with a sack of public seduction or rape, one is BSU's are functioning.
m.
turnips, comes to complain that bound to regard these crimes as
D-2
all, and Mr. Caldwell puts this
D-4—Thursday, Nov. 15, T Pearl will not live with him. one regards the deeds' of that law to its severest test by endeavSister Bessie Rice, a woman of traditional embodiment of moral
Club Rooms Nos. 1 and 2, 8:30 p.
God, comes to pray with them, imbecility, Mr. Punch. Perhaps it oring to maintain a comic detachm.
is convinced that the youth of is difficult to believe that a theme ment in the face of characters so
C-3
depraved that mere revulsion, if
10th Barracks — Thursday, Nov. sixteen is called by the Lord to that centers' about the determi- nothing else, would seem to make
preach
beside
her
by
day
and
nation of an old man to return a
29, Club Rooms, Nos. 1 and 2, 8:30
sleep beside her by night (she twelve-year-old child to her hus- detachment impossible. It would
p. m.
has S800 and buys an automo- band, which involves the contin- be interesting to inquire how one
A-3
may account for the fact that this
bile, brand new). In the end
D-l—Thursday, Dec. 6, Club the son of the old owner, now uous presence of a rutting female detachment is, to a considerable
monstrosity with a harelip, and
Rooms Nos. 1 and 2, 8:30 p. m.
dead, turns the land over to his which ends with the death of an extent- maintained; and one obA-4
banking creditor: the wife is old woman beneath the wheels of vious answer would be that the
B13—Thursday, Dec. 13, Club killed by the half-smashed au- an automobile, can be funny. Yet characters themselves are repretomobile, Pearl runs off to live funny it was, to me at least, and sented as creatures so nearly subRooms Nos. 1 and 2, 8:30 p. m.
in Augusta, the old mother goes funny—though perhaps ambigu- human that their actions are alC-l
most without human meaning and
off into the woods to die by
A-2—Thursday, Jan. 3, Club herself, and Jeeter, after send- ously so—it was also, I believe, that one does not feel with them
intended to be.
Rooms Nos. 1 and 2, 8:30 p. m.
because they obviously feel so
ing the hare-lipped girl off to
All comedy of whatever sort
Band
Lov Bensey, stretches himself has a necessary condition the fact little themselves.
A concluding thought no less
A-1—Thursday, Jan. 10, Club out on the shanty porch.
that the reader remains aloof and true than all that has been said is
Whatever the properity or the maintains his sense of separateRooms Nos. 1 and 2, 8:30 p. m.
that Mr. Caldwell suggests quite
point of presenting so complexly ness from the personages involved, clearly something which is fully
B-l
shocking
a
spectacle
may
or
may
that he is not inside and feeling realized only in moments, and
D-3—Thursday, Jan. 17, Club
not be, two things can hardly be with them but outside and judg- that something is highly original.
Rooms Nos. 1 and 2, 8:30 p. m.
denied: Mr. Caldwell's writing ing by standards different .from
has a certain rank flavor all its theirs. Once we participate in
'fKvnrsvstvtmv* w« vmnras
More than 80 percent of all acci- own, and that flavor is preserved
dents last year on our streets and in this book. He is, let us say, the life of any character, he imv PRUkJLlisfi
highways involved vehicles going as hard-boiled as Hemingway and mediately becomes heroic or
Letterheads
as brutal as Faulkner. Like the tragic, pathetic or romantic or senstraight.
E«T»lope«
latter he loves to contemplate the timental. Once we succeed in deA COMPLCTC Pnmrnm Buivte*
crimes and preversions of de- taching ourselves from him, he
SMNOC 1 92Q — PMOWI 3232
Fifty-seven per cent of last generate rustics; like both, his
Ciccritic CITY PRINTING CO.
must
remain
in
some
sense
comic
•tWiOK,
AMU0ON, i.j*i>J
year's fatal accidents occurred peculiar effects are made possible
only by the assumption of an ex- if he continues to be anything at
iuring hours of darkness.

C. D. A. Sponsors For TIGER-Autumn Ball

YMCA "Open House"
Dates Are Listed

Tobacco Road
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Jungaleers Organized Since 1923;
Headed This Year By Foster Boone
By "T. K." Vassy

The new Jungaleers is an outfit that will be heard far and
wide this year. We say "new"
Jungaleers, because the outfit has
undergone a major face lifting—
both players and music.
Let's take a brief look at the
history of Clemson's dance
band. They were Organized hi
1923, along the same lines as
today's outfit. The road to recognition was not easy, nor was
it a fast trip. It was 1925 or
so before the band was accepted as one of the better college
groups. In 1937 Jungaleers embarked on their most ambitious
and adventurous plan to date.
Tbey signed with a steam ship
line to furnish music for some
luxury cruises to Europe. This
not only gave valuable experience to the sidemen, but furnished them with a wonderful
vacation at almost no cost.
The history, as you can see, is
very sketchy, due to the fact that
no written notes or scrapbooks
were kept.
The next "era" is the post-war
period. When the vets began
The Jungaleers, Clemson College dance orchestra, features some of the best musicians on the camcoming back to school, they
pus. Foster Boone,, right, with trumpet, is leader of this year's aggregation. (TIGER Staff photo
by Jack Trlmmler).
brought along some great musical
talent. Most people who are in ber, and who plays a cool tromthe know think that this was the bone.
period when the orchestra was at
The reeds have three "letterits very best.
men" back this year. They are
This year's edition is directed
Cecil Few, of York, on ride
by Foster Boone, who is starting tenor; George Brockenbrough,
his. fourth year as a member. from Clinton, on lead alto; and
"Geech', as he is known in the
Charlie Upright, of Mooresville,
band, plays ride trumpet. On N. C, playing third alto. Two
lead trumpet we have Richard new additions to the reeds are
Carter from Rock Hill. Dick has Mike Outen from Columbia, on
had experience with several bands fourth tenor, and Bill Unthank,
in and around Columbia. John a freshman from Greenville, on
McCravy from Easley is the third baritone. The baritone is sometrumpet.
thing new over last year's outRounding out the brass we have fit, and its addition helps the
Jack Major, who is beginning his reeds considerably.
third year as a Jungaleer memRhythm this year includes Gene
Fersner on drums, Lynn Wyatt on
Novice and Technician piano, Pete Peterson on guitar,
and Earl 'Jigger" Jackkson on
Class Amateurs May bass.
Earl hails from Arlington,
Va., and is a student at Erskine.
Now Join MARS
"Jigger" fronts • the bajid and
Authority has been granted to takes a few vocals.
accept Novice and Technician
Speaking of vocals, and vocalists,
class radio amateurs for member- just listen to this. This year the
ship in the Military Amateur Ra- Jungaleers will have a female
dio System (MARS). The chief vocalist, and WOWIE!!! She is
signal officer for the Army and Corrie Unthank from Greenville.
the director of communications for Corrie appeared, on Horace Heidt's
the Air Force have jointly anShow when it played Greenville,
nounced the expansion of MARS
to include the amateur radio new- and later was on his TV show
comers and those interested in from New York. Corrie's beauty
the technical or experimental, is just as striking as her talent.
The state's largest mural is being hung in the Saber Room at
rather than the purely communi- Testimony to this is found in the
the Clemson House. Mr. Gilmer Petroff painted the mural.
cation or traffic handling, aspects fact that she is Miss Greenville
—TIGER Staff Photo by Jack Trlmmiei.
of 1951. Corrie's best numbers
of radio.
are Too Young and These Things touch with Jack.
posed of musicians who are not
Terms of the authority provide I Offer You.
One last word. Jungaleers of only talented, but very sincere
that any novice or technician class
The best instrumental are
radio amateur (as defined by the Boogie Blues and Lovert Leap, this year is a great orchestra, com- about the job they are doing.
Federal Communications Com- the latter of which features all
mission Rules and Regulations the saxes. They are using EveryPart 12, as amended) may apply
where again this year to show off Norris Casual Sport Shirts
Edgerton Shoes
for MARS membership. He must
Jack Major's talents. Jump for
be a member of one of the Armed
Swank Jewelry
Manhattan Shirts
Services or the Reserves; or, he Joy. the new Kenton sensation,
must be a civilian who has at- has been ordered, and will be
Style Mart Sport Coats
Lamb Knit Sweaters
tained the age of 21 years and who worked up in the near future. Alhas in his possession at the time though the band does not have an
of application the necessary equip- arrangement of How High The
ment to operate on the MARS fre- Moon, they do a terrific job of
quency, 3497.5 kilocycles.
The jaming it.
For a band within the band, we
applicant must agree to operate,
while on the military frequency, have a Dixie combo composed of
at such times and in such manner Boone, Major, Brockenbrough,
as the MARS Command Director and the rhythm section. The combo also does a few novelties.
may direct.
The band is working to make
SENECA
CLEMSON
The MARS was activated in November, 1948 as an organization the sound more Flanagan. Say*
of and for United States amateur Foster Boone, "Everything we
radio operators who are interested have done this year is designed
in military radio communication. to make the music more danceThe ever enlarging scope of mili- able. We have picked up the
tary communications
demands tempo slightly on the slow nummore and more radio operators bers, and have put in many
and technicians to man stations, hours on the jumps. The adoperate equipment, make neces- dition of a baritone and guitar
sary repairs and keep the flow of gives the outfit the sound we
equipment coming off the assem- want, and we promise to give
bly lines and going to the places the music the dancers want."
This year's dance season was
it is needed.
Although MARS is joint for kicked off last week-end with a
policy determination, operational- date at the University of Georgia
ly it is separated into MARS in Athens. The next date was the
(Army) and MARS (Air Force) annual Carolina - Clemson Blue
so that training and guidance may Key Ball, which preceded the
closely support the Army and Air Big Thursday game. Although
the band is booked pretty solid,
Force missions.
. . '
Amateurs, whether novices or there are some good dates still
old timers, who are interested in open, according to Jack Major,
knowing more about MARS and who is business manager. Club
how it operates, are invited to see presidents and others who are inMajor Williamston at the Signal terested in securing the services
AYYOIV)
of Jungaleers are urged to get in
Office.
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Sporting Goods

Hardware

SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO.
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Arrow Athletic Shirts . $1.00 tip
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Editors Forced To Eat
Their Words After Game

i .

The top brass of the TIGER are shown above in the, process of eating the last issue of the paper.
They had to eat paper after the Clemson football toss to Carolina 20-0 last Thursday. Seated at the
table from left to right are Louis Henry and Charles Meiburg, Co-Editors, and Stan Kohn, News
Editor, Who is busily engaged in preparing the newsprint meal. Gamecock editors are standing
behind the TIGER, staff making sure that every morsel of paper is consumed. They are Mordecai
Persky, Editor; Ralph Gregory, Sports Editor, and Bill Novit, News Editor. (TIGER Staff photo
by Jack Trimmier.)

NOTICES I
The Tiger Brotherhood' has
secured a telephone to be placed
outside of the guardroom for
use of the students. This phone
is for local calls only.
It is requested that all persons attending the ClemsonWake Forest. football game on
Saturday, November 3, arrive
at the stadium by 1:40 p. m.
This request is necessitated by
the fact the Clemson Corps of
Cadets will march into the stadium and onto the playing field
before kick-off time.

Doar And Danner
Attend Air Meet
Two delegates of the William
M. Beaven Squadron of the Arnold Air Society will attend the
Third National Conclave of the
Society at the Cadillac Hotel in
Miami, Florida, on November 2324. L. H. Doar, squadron commander, and B. C. Danner, operations officer, have been named
official deelgates to the two-day
meet.
The delegates will leave for
Miami from Donaldson Air Force
Base in Greenville. They will be
the guests of the University of
Miami.

i that the people in Columbia are
Still wondering whether "Silent"
Simmons was part of the Fair or
just trying to take business away
from them. He (Oscar) has heard
all kinds of reports on Wally's
trip to the Fair.

In Years Gone By .. .
By Hassell Simpson
10 YEARS AGO
Friday, November 1, 1941
The United States Navy Band
will present a concert here next
week.
The Board of Trustees today
authorized the college authorities
to ask the state legislature for
$50,000 for a new athletic stadium.
In an "ear" (box in upper
corner of front page): "To Hell
With Tulane, Wilkie, and Hitler;
That Takes Care of the Local, National, and International Situation."
Grantland Rice is quoted as
saying: "Clemson should wind up
one of the nation's twelve undefeated teams. They are greatly
underrated."
Advertisement: "CLEMSON
CADETS IN UNIFORM ADMITTED FREE TO THE ANDERSON
FAIR!'*'

over the Jackets in many years.
A chain theatre attempting to
open a movie house in Clemson
met strong opposition from studentSj faculty and administration.
Overwhelming opposition was
voiced by more than 50 persons
attending a protest meeting at the
YMCA, regarding the erection of
a chain theatre at Clemson "whose
purpose, it is believed, is to eventually drive out the theatre now
owned and operated by the College through the YMCA."
The cadet colonel, the president
of the senior class, and the president of Blue Key were among
the students who added their
voices to those of their elders in
this protest.
»
The Clemson Country Club
opened formally, with faculty
members as officers. Use of the
golf course will be two dollars
per semester for cadets.

15YEARS AGO
Thursday, November 5, 1936
Clemson downed Georgia Tech
14 to 13 on Grant Field, in Atlanta.
It is the first Clemson victory

20 YEARS AGO
Wednesday, October 29, 193Q
Clemson's Tigers beat Carolina's
Gamecocks 20-7 in the annual
State Fair Classic. Carolina's
freshmen defeated the Tiger Cubs
26-7.
YMCA Barbershop ad "Haircut
25c, Shave 15c"
Peter McLaren of Australia,
world's champion wood chopper,
completely outclassed all comers
last week for the $50 prize which
he offered to anyone who could
cut a log in two in half the time
he took. Bob Reese, local colored
axeman, came nearest the champion. He cut an eighteen-inch log
in five minutes, eighten seconds,
but McLaren did it in two minutes
seven seconds.
After the exhibition in the stadium the crowd repaired to a
large oak tree behind the laundry,
which McLaren tried to fell
against its natural inclination.
But due to the fact that it was
hollow, it fell backwards, breaking the power lines to the field
house.
Judge Keller's advertisement
said that a new shipment of overcoats would arrive this week, to
be priced from fifteen to twentyfive dollars. "Junior or Senior
January ROTC Cheeks Accepted
on Overcoats."

Long have made their way into
the political field again. He (Oscar) has no envy for either of
them, as they both have all kinds
of work to do.
—OSCAR SAYS—

that the only reason he has
—OSCAR SAYS—
taken, pity on the troops this week
that he (Oscar)) lost his rear is that the game was punishment
end on the game Thursday.
enough for one week. He (Oscar)
—OSCAR SAYSwill be ready to go again after
that someone (Mr. Stanaland) the dance this week-end though.
is giving the 1st Johns a raw deal
—OSCAR SAYS— •
on this guard duty. But, then
that those great gals in E. H.
when there's a Military duty to
rate tops in his (Oscar's) book
perform, to hell with classes.
and he wants them to take good
—OSCWR SAYS—
care
of HER for him.
that the Senior Council had bet—OSCAR SAYS—
ter hide their whis the next time
that Famous Last Words: The
they take a little nip. From the
latest reports, you would think it cadet officers will be in charge
a crying shame to even smell the of the mess hall Tuesday night
there won't be any tactical offistuff.
cers around. From where he (Os—OSCAR SAYS—
that the Senior Platoon looked car) sat, the uniform of the corps
a little better than the Tiger team looked tan instead of blue.
—OSCAR SAYS—
Thursday, but were not up to par,.
that everything that has been
—OSCAR SAYS—
that Archibald Abraham Muck- printed in this column is true and
enfuss, Jr. should rate this column he challenges anyone who has
for just having a name like this. been mentioned to deny what has
been said. Oscar has good sources
—OSCAR PAYS—
that "Killer" LaRoach was of information.
ready for a-"free for all" at the
—OSCAR 6AY3—
Blue Key dance Wednesday night.
that while we are on the sub—OSCAR SAYS—
ject -of tac officers, he (Oscar)
that if no one else liked this hears that most of them turned
column last week, the Editors out to be real human beings on
literally "ate it up.'
some of the company socials that
—OSCAR SAYS—
were held recently.
that the "Twin Colonels;" Bell
—OSCAR SAYS—
and Fore, really made a week of
"Where, O where is the Blue
it in Mullins. He (Oscar) wond- Key Directory? 6, where, o where
ers if they were run out of town can it be?"
or left on their own accord. ■
—OSCAR SAYS—
—OSCAR SAYS—
that Ted, "Frizzle Top" Cochran
that both Carolina and Clemson
is the poorest excuse for a cheershould be proud of their friendly
leader that he (Oscar) has seen
relations toward each other/ The
in a long time.
schools should be proud of their
students.
—OSCAR SAYS—

that Tom Worth had had his
mind on things other than his
books. He (Oscar) saw Tom
smiling the other day, so things
must be back to normal.
—OSCAR SAYS—

that Jack Barton and Charlie

Squaring The Circle
Will Be Presented By
Local Little Theater
The first in a series of four
plays to be given by the Clemson
Little Theater will be . presented
on November 12 and 13 in the
Episcopal Parish House. The play,
"Squaring the Circle", is a satire
on life in communist Russia.
Major roles in the play will be
taken by John Bennett, Anita
Gates, Jim Boykin, Joe Young,
Sherry Bruck, Duna Godfrey, Rebecca Waters, and Beverly Jackson.
Members of the production staff
are: Pete Cunningham and Jim
Beal, electricians; George Means,
Clifford Morris, and George Madlinger, properties. The set will
be done by Joe Young and Fred
Bainbridge.
The play is directed by Mrs.
John Gates. Curtain time will be
at 8ji5 p. m.

Iowa Professors
Brush Up On
Teaching Theory
Engineering professors and instructors at the University of
Iowa have been spending time
lately brushing up on their teaching theories. The results, the professors admit, have been surprising.
Originally planned as a refresher course in the fundamentals of
teaching, a program was designed
for younger staff members of the
university's college of engineering.
It was part of a national effort
sponsored by the American Socity for Engineering Education
and consisted of weekly meetings
and panels.
According to a report issued by
Professor AH B. Cambel, who
heads the committee conducting
the course, the program provoked
more interest - among the older
staff men than it did among the
young ones. The program was
carried out in cooperation with
the university's college of education, which supplied many speakers on educational theory. On alternate weeks, the engineering
staff formed a panel to discuss
what the educators had presented
the week before.
Many basic points were reaffirmed, Cambel said. "We realized, for instance, that teaching and
testing engineering subjects is
mainly a matter of making students apply what they learn." But,
he added, they found that repetition in teaching has been over-

Clemson and Carolina supporters are shown above in the coffee shop of the Wade Hampton Hotel
as they watch the TIGER editors consume the lai est issue of the TIGER. (TIGER Staff photo bj
Jack Trimmier.)

Col. Duggan Will
Interview Students
Col. Lewellyn G. D u g g a r,
PAS&T at the University of Georgia, and two other Air Force officers will be at Clemson on Monday, November 5, to act as a
board to interview and rate Distinguished Military Students who
have applied for regular Air Force
commissions.
. The following Clemson seniors
have been designated Distinguished Military Students and have applied for regular Air Force commissions: William C. Denson,-Leroy H. Doar, Jr., Charles L. Mason, Jr., Robert L. Wannameker,
and Arthur R. Wicker.

Mrs. R,. F. Poole, Goovernor James F. Byrnes, Mrs. James F. Byrnes, and Dr. R. F. Poole watch aetion on Big Thursday. The Tigers lost 20-0. (1IGER Staff photo by Jack Trimmier).
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Campus Interviews on Cigarette Tests
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done, for students are capable of
"getting" what is taught the first
time, in most instances.
The American Society for Engineering Education, headed by
Iowa's engineering Dean F. M.
Dawson, is trying to get similar
courses started in its- 60 member
schools throughout the nation.
':In the last national emergency
a lot of engineers were called upon to teach who had not prepared
for it," one professor observed.
"For those persons and others being drawn into teaching now, a
review of the latest techniques in
education is a valuable thing."
Not only is the refresher course
at the University of Iowa surveying basic ideas behind the teacherstudent relationship, 'it is also
taking a look at the teacher-administration relationship on academic freedom and other policy
matters.

BUFFET
SATURDAY
Before and After Game
—Serving Hours—
J_his sporty student really teed off on a long tirade

11 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. - 5:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.

Mm

when he found himself stymied on the "single puff"
and "one sniff" cigarette tests. "They're strictly
for the hirdies!" said he. He realized that

CLEMSON HOUSE

cigarette mildness requires more deliberation
than a cursory inhale or exhale. Millions of

Sabre Room

smokers concur — there's only one true test of
mildness and flavor in a cigarette.
It's the sensible test... the 30-Day Camel
Mildness Test, which simply asks you to try

IPTAYTAVERN

Camels as your steady smoke on a day-after-day,
pack-after-pack basis. No snap judgments! Once
you've tried Camels for 30 days in your "T-Zone"

WHEN IN ANDERSON
STOP iT

DO-NUT
DINETTE

EAT AT

North Main Street

Sam's Luncheonette

Owned and operated by Larry

116 North Main Street
, ANDERSON, S. C.

By BETTY WALKER
THE STATE newspaper columnist
The menu for the staff heads of Clemson's weekly newspaper, The TIGER was unusual yesterday afternoon. Top
TIGER brass, Co-Editors Charles Meiburg and Louis Henry,
both of Clemson, and the news editor, Stan Kohn, Charleston,
munched the following delicacies at Hotel Wade Hampton
following Carolina's 20-0 victory over Clemson:
TIGER Chowder
Broiled Southern Newsprint
Creamed Masthead on Toast
Printer's Ink Souffle
Em Olives
By-line Pickles
Caption Ice Cream
Hot Scoop Coffee
The TIGER staff, slightly dejected over their school's
loss, ate their own newspaper reluctantly, but steadfastly as
Carolinians made certain ever morsel of newsprint was swallowed, -if not digested.
It seems that weeks prior to yesterday's game, tl|e
TIGER staff arranged with the Gamecock stall for the
newspaper editor of the losing school to eat his own
publication. The Gamecocks accepted the challenge—thus
the enticing cuisine placed before the co-editors and news
editor of Clemson's weekly TIGER.
"We thought we had a sure thing," moaned Mr. Meiburg
as he bit into page one. The three losers ate their newsprint
without seasoning while a number - of interested spectators
watched.
Relieved from eating their own words were Gamecock Editor Mordecai Persky of Aiken, Ralph Gregory
of Aiken, sports editor, and news editor Bill Novit of
Charleston.
The last such occasion was held under similar circumstances in 1946 when TIGER editor Ed Osborne, now of radio
station WMSC in Columbia, ate as Gamecock editor Charles
Wickenberg looked on.

Stanley, former Clemson man.
DO-NUTS

SANDWICHES

Open Until 2 A. M.

(T for Throat, T for Taste), you'll see why...

Open All Day Saturday and Sunday

After all the Mildness Tests...

• • • and .. •

Camel baft oil other brands fybiffions

After Dance Both Nights
-
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Card Section Requires Cooperation
Saturday afternoon, the largest crowd ever to witness a
football game in Memorial Stadium is expected to be on
hand as Clemson battles Wake Forest At halftime over
20,000 pairs of eyes will be watching the Clemson student
section where for the first time this year card stunts will be
performed.
These card tricks have come about through the untiring
efforts of the cheerleaders and the cooperation of the Athletic Association. Both organizations are to be commended
for their labors.
The rest will be up to the students who will take part in
the exhibition. The fullest cooperation of all those in the
card section will be necessary to insure the success of the
venture.
Let's not let the same thing happen to our section that
has happened to card sections of several other colleges this
year. That is, a complete failure of the stunts.
At a recent game played in the bowl in which Clemson
participated January 1, the students of the home school attempted to work the colorful tricks. However, they were
a complete flop. The stunts failed because certain students
of the school moved into the card section and refused' to
either move or take part in the exhibition.
Last Saturday, at a game played "between a well-known
Northern opponent of Clemson and a nearby Southern
school, students of the Rebel school tried to work the famous
card tricks. They, too, were a miserable failure.
If we want the stunts to be a success this week, as they
were last year, the entire section must work together. Cooperation is a necessity. Students are asked to read the instructions on their cards carefully and to exercise extreme
care with the cards.
Let's all work together and make the card section a success at Clemson.

ID Cards For Own Use;
Each Clemson student has an identification card, supposedly his own. As is implied, this card is for individual
identification. A student is on his honor to keep his own
card, and at the same time, to protect his rights and privileges assured by the card.
In a memorandum to students, Senior Council recently
stated its policy concerning Student Identification Cards. It
reads, in part, "Student Identification Cards are valid only
when used by he person to whom they -were issued . . . Any
student caught lending, borrowing, or otherwise abusing the
use of his card will be subject to disciplinary action by the
Senior Council . . ."
The most frequent misuse of identification cards has been
at athletic events. Action has been taken to check this.
But the most dangerous misuse, for the student, is in regard to money. When a student gives someone else his identification card to draw money or pick up a payroll at the
Student Bank, he is, first of all, endangering his money.
Secondly, he is endangering the privileges of the other person, as well as himself.
This is not to accuse anyone of dishonesty. Often it just
seems easier to send someone else to the Student Bank. But
in giving his identification card or account book to another
person, a student is opening the way for theft of the things
which are rightfully his.
Each student has a moral responsibility, and personal
pride to protect. Let's keep and protect our own identification cards and make our own financial transactions!

Subscribe to THE TIGER
Mail this blank and $2.00 to
Circulation Manager
THE TIGER
Box 269
Clemson, S. C.
NAME
ADDRESS

DONT GET ME WRONG, BUT

We Didn't Stand A Chance Last
Thursday; Here's An Alibi
By Stan Kohn
'
Alibi Shmalibi
Doesn't seem like anyone at all has the
courage or the energy left to alibi last Thursday's unmerciful trouncing at the hands of a
bunch of hopped-up Birds. I've got an unexhaustible supply of courage and plenty of
energy derived from munching newsprint,
so I'll offer a few meager excuses as to just
why Clemson lost to Carolina.
Having to travel every year to the HotSpot pf South Carolina to meet those Birds
inli battle of pigskin, the Tigers are put at
a tremendous disadvantage. They are
playing away from home. Now, this cannot be considered a physical disadvantage,
like having a player on the sidelines with
a broken leg or arm.
The psychological disadvantage of being
the favored team again befell the Tigers, who
play every game previous to the State Fair
"affair" with every intent to win. The Gamecocks don't seem to mind at all being the underdog, in fact, I'd imagine that they probably paid off plenty just to be chosen low man
on the totem pole for that Thursday afternoon classic. They were able to run out on
the field against Clemson "as loose as a
goose."
The Tiger eleven was at a bigger disadvantage by having to be around when that
overgrown college boy from Florida came up
here "to bury that damn chicken." School
spirit is great, and all that, but possibly we're
carrying it a bit too far when we get the
team emotionally upset.
The "Fix" Was On
Can't say who paid off, but I know who
got paid off. ' Big dog sportswriters undoubtedly received mucho money to make Clemson
a two TD favorite over the Birds. You can't
truthfully say that the big national men like
Grantland Rice and Williamson would take
the cash, but they get all of their ideas from
the men who see both teams play—South
Carolina sportswriters.
Think of the overwhelming pressure that
was put on those starting eleven players
when they stepped on the field confident
that they were gonna whip Carolina because just about every sportsman in the
country said they would. And could Clemson have possibly been chosen a two touchdown favorite on their past record — two
squeezes against Rice and State, an unforceful blitz on PC, and a mishap in California?
The gamblers, big money-men, paid plenty
to have.the Tigers rated as,the powerhouse

last Thursday. And there were big sportswriters on the receiving end. Chew on that.
I Ate Crow
Not only did I have to put up with midnight telephone calls when I got home Thursday after the downfall, I got telegrams from
people offering sympathy, too. And I ate
a page of the TIGER. In answer to those
questions I've been ignoring all week, it tasted like paper. I just buttered it up and
forced it down.
Significant in the "last supper" after the
State Fair classic is the fact that at least
someone had confidence that we were going to win. Contrary to fact, the football
team was not over-confident as long as
they were on the campus. I heard plenty*
of the Howardmen say they were afraid
we were going to have trouble. But the
minute they got to Columbia and read all
that crap that Penland put out about the
Tigers being favored, did their ego become
large? Did they think they had a little
powerhouse up on the tenth floor of the
Wade Hampton? They really did.
Possibly more people should have been
confident that Clemson was going to win last
week.
Textile Dedication
I won't be there. Have a class. But my
classes were pushed up so that a bunch of
military boys could march to a football game.
The dedication of the Textile Building is
the biggest thing that has happened to
Clemson in a long time. But someone overlooked the fact that the students might
want to go—if only to hear Jimmy Byrnes.
That's exactly what I meant, though, when
I stated last week that Clemson was getting mighty commercial; thinking only of
themselves and let the student get by as
best he can. Oh, well, such is the life of a
college student.
This school will be a military school yet.
Mark my words.
I'm Lost
I've been in school almost eight weeks now,
and I still haven't really found out what the
Blue Keys boys are up to with those cute
little cards we filled out on Matriculation
Day. There was a rumor on the campus that
they were going to compile some new sort of
directory—you know—room numbers, major
courses, local addresses, and home addresses.
I must admit, it would be a welcome thing to
see such a book in the near future; say, about
the second semester.

Gags From Other College Rags
By Rembert Stokes
tiaaq SBU; sndurea air; uo JOUIIIH
nil since Big Thursday. Most of
0-" cadets went to the game optimistically and came out misty
optically. But here goes a stab
to regain that spirit of the oF LieRoy Doar reign. From here out
it's the editors vs. me.
He: Let's get married or something.
She: Let's get married or nothing.
The dawn was just breaking
when the lady, alone, was entering the door of an apartment
house. She stopped and suddenly
turned to the Milkman who had

purse open in a minute."
just pulled up to the curb.
"Pardon me," she said, "but do
Continuing groping.
YH: "I really must insist on
you have the time?"
"Yeah," he answered, "but paying your fare. You've unbutwho's gonna watch my wagon?"
toned my suspenders three times."
Scene—A crowded trolley car.
A young lady is vainly groping for
her purse to pay her fare. A young
man i's standing nearby with anguish written plainly on his handsome features.
Young man: "Pardon me, Miss,
but may I pay your fare?"
Young lady: "Sir!"
YM: "I beg
your pardon
again, young lady, but won't you
let me pay your fare?"
YL: "Why, I don't even know
you and anyway, I'll have this

Elmer, age 13, was puzzled over
the girl problem and discussed it
with his pal, Joe.
"I've walked to school with her
three times," he told Joe, "and
carried her books. I bought her
ice cream sodas twice. Now do
you think I ought to kiss her?"
"Naw, you don't need to," Joe
decided after a moment of deep
though, "you've done enough for
the girl already."

While Policemen Gives Demerits
Jersey Lane Becomes Race Track
By: "Doc" Baker
A TRAFFIC PROBLEM
who would disown this year's team because.
As all of you car owners.know, the college it lost two, four or six of its games. Never*
has a policeman. If you park in the wrong theless, to expect them to yell when they se«
area or park in some right ones too long, their alma mater losing is like expecting Lit
you'll get a ticket. The ticket leads to de- tie Abner to sit down and idly munch on hi,'
merits. A prescribed number of demerits Dogpatch ham in the midst of Sadie Hawkcancels the privilege of parking your car on in 's Day. People just aren't like that.—Be«
the campus.
lieve it or not, most of Clemson's student?
While the college cop is running over the fall under this category. /
campus and performing his duty, the import- BITING HIMSELF
ant menace, the real danger, and the most
Some time ago a local newspaper ran a
criminal of all the acts takes place on Jersey personal opinion section that expressed th»
Lane; at night as well as during the day. It ideas of the man on the street. One of thes«
is none other than the oldest, most common questions was whether men or women werr
cause of accidents, speeding!
the better shoppers.
This road is a direct route to the Old
Like all the other questions, the answer}
Stone Church Road. On some days it
were varied and divided. However, from
would put the Indianapolis speedway to
Boise, Idaho, comes this report. It maj
shame. Several veteran and faculty famithrow some light on the subject.
lies in the area have small children. ConTwo women were on a bus returning
sequently, they are in constant danger
home after shopping. One of them turned
due to the fireballs.
to the other and stated in a low voice that
she would be glad to get home with these,
Something should be done to remedy this
holding
up a bulging handbag. The other
situation. If the local policeman is too busy
lady
returned
her confirmation as well as"
to patrol the area thoroughly, or if his jurisher
curiosity.
"They are postcards,",
diction doesn't extend that far, the highwaychimed
the
first.
"I bought 250 of them.
patrol and nearby law enforcement officers
The
price
goes
up
to two cents soon you
could aid.
know."
This will help some, but it will not comThe funny part of it was the listening
pletely remove the hazard. One thing that
would be a tremendous help, require little madam did not realize it was not such a good
manpower to erect and maintain, and at the buy until she had gotten home.
same time be rather economical is the em- NO SIGN, NO MENTION
placement of speed breakers.
Last week, some "fen" wrote a letter t<T
For the benefit of you who are not familiar the TIGER about a subject that I started last,
with these objects, they are concrete mounds semester. The letter was postmarked Clemranging from ten to eighteen inches high and son and for all I know may have been senl
approximately two feet wide extending all by an absent-minded professor. He signed il
the way across the street at intersections and with an appositive, but left out what it was
at intervals in the long blocks. A violator in opposition with. In other words the signaonly bounces over them one time, then he • ture was "a Tiger fan."
has high respect for their presence.
If this person is really interested in promoting this idea, we will give him due recogI sincerely hope the officials concerned
nition (no.t prosecution) provided he will put
will discuss this matter immediately and
his "John Henry" at the bottom of his writtake some definite steps to improve the
ing.
condition.
NO MONEY YET
Remember, it's too late to be careful afSeveral weeks ago this column mentioned
ter someone has caused a serious accident.
the
effortless cause of one of the local poli*
SOME EXPECTATION!
ticians
to live up to his promises about a stu>I guess I'll have to continue this column
dent
loan
fund. At that time we promised
by letting the cheer leaders in on a little sea
repeat
performance.
If this doesn't bring
cret. They're all wrong.
some
action,
we're
going
to stop saying such
One week ago when we were in hostile terthings
as
local
politician
and
good benefactor;
ritory fighting a losing cause, the cheer leadwe're
going
to
mention
names
and offices.
ers promised us victory if we yelled. We
This
would
be
a
evry
good
thing
for the
yelled, we lost!
boys
at
"Silo
Tech".
I
feel
confident
that
Here's the point, I think the "rah rah"
it
can
be
inaugurated.
The
reason
we
have
boys were a little far-fetched in their expecsteered away from it this year is to give
tations. It is true that they did a lot of prepthis office-holder a chance to fulfill his
aration for the Big Thursday affair; however,
campaign
promises.
when things didn't go according to plans, the
I
might
add
that this person not only used
only consolation was to yell our heads off.
the loan idea in his campaign successfully
Frankly, at the time I felt like it would
he borrowed it, and obligated himself tt
be a relief if Ted had swallowed that portstart it without consulting ^the person whe
able "Dog Box" he had down there. Such
originally conceived the idea. In an abstrac
statements as, "We're going to win—We're
sense of morality, this is larceny. After' takgoing to beat H—out of those Gamecocks"
ing it, if he does nothing about it, the act wili
were a dime a dozen.
be justifiably termed grand larceny.
Wouldn't it be better to follow "Shot" Lu- CONGRATULATIONS ON CONDUCT
cius' plan a few years back? The Tigers were
There was a time when every moment in J
in pretty much the same boat as they were Columbia was a tense one on Big Thursday ;
this time. Rather than have the stands During the past few years things have chang-;
jumping up when our team came out of the ed from an atmosphere of barbarism to on« •
huddle and missing part of the next play of a friendly, civilized nature.
while sitting down, this little rascal got the
This year -there were a few examples 03
microphone and said something to the effect individual retrogression, but as a,body, th(
of, "Come on fellows, we CAN win. Stick conduct of the troops was superlative.
together, Yell! We'll talk those Tigers right
Acts such as these have won Clemson
on down there to the Pearly Gates."
men the nickname of Country Gentlemen.
Anyway, the response was a lot better than
Truly, they lived up to every inch of this
the one this year.
last week end. Congratulations to the
whole student body.
I don't think there is a student at Clemson

Letters To
Dear Tom,
Clemson men have become accustomed to being proud of Clemson in so many ways that often
we simply take for granted the
many fine things for which you
folks are responsible.
It was with tremendous pride
that I received the reports of the
Asheville Regional Blood Center's
mobile unit visit to the Campus
earlier in the week. I am sure Dr.
Wright informed you that the two
day operation there broke all existing records for this entire area
—and of course know whose record it was being broken—Clemson's again.
In donating over five hundred
and fifty pints of human blood,
Clemson people have again shown
their fellow men the heritage of
unselfishness, the courage of their
convictions of the American way

Tom Clemson J

of life, and the true spirit of their
own greatness.
Please, in some way, extend to
the Ca.det Corps our sincere appreciation for what they have
done and what they are doing.
Having absorbed some of that
spirit myself, I fortunately know
that they will forever be in the
lead.
Sincerely yours,
Buncombe County Chapter
AMERICAN RED CROSS
Manly E. Wright, Chairman
Clemson, '40
Dear Tom,
We, as alumni of, and rooters of
the College of the Pacific, wish to
congratulate you on your football
team. Not only did we admire
your excellence of play, but for
its sportsmanship and clean play.
It was a genuine pleasure to see

them play here, and we hope thai
at some time in the future thf
rivalry may be renewed.
Sincerely,
Dean Simpson
C. O. P. '48
The play and clean sportsmanship of tonight's game makes on'
feel proud to be from the South,
J. V. Cooper—Georgia Tech '31
Perry Andrews—University 01
Wyoming '42
Aileen Andrews—C. O. P. '42
Carl Steinhart—Stanford '32
Bonnie May Wilkinson—Mill
College '42
H. H. Crecluis—University of
Montana '40
Doris Creseluis—C. O. P. '42
Bette Cooper—Mills College '40
U. N. C. '41
Beth Simpson—C. O. P. '42
Ivey E. Wilkinson—Stanford »3t
Dawn Steinhart—C. O. P. '42
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Prophets Pick Clemson,
Maryland, and Kentucky
By Bobby Mixon
and Bill Burnett
We decided to come back after a week's rest and try our
skill at picking the winners again.
Experts are supposed to pick the
upsets, but none of us seem to
pick them too well. No excuses!
These last two weeks have been
filled with upsets all over our
football nation with such teams
as California, Texas, Duke, Clemson, and Auburn falling to the
supposedly weaker foes. Rice
ripped through SMU and last
week Wake Forest smashed the
Tarheels of North Carolina 39-7.
Such happenings as these handicap our guesses a great deal, so
here's hoping we finish the season above-the .500 mark.
In 232 games we have guessed
correctly 182 wins for an overall
percentage of .780.
Here we. go again with this
week's guesses!
SOUTH
- Clemson 20, Wake Forest 19
-—Everyone else will be picking the Deacons, but we will
string along with our Tigers,
because they're going to fool
quite a few fans this week by
whipping their old rival, Wake
Forest.
Georgia Tech 21, Duke 7—The
Yellow Jackets have held all of
their opponents to seven points.
Tennessee 27, North Carolina 0
—The Vols are after this one and
will come out on the long end.
Maryland 28, Missouri 13—The
Terps are too strong for the Western Tigers.
I South Carolina 34, George
Washington 6—This should be
easier than the last one the
Gamecocks won.
Kentucky * 14, Miami 7—This
One will be close!
Notre Dame 20, Navy 7—The
fighting Irish are on the upgrade.
Let's glance at the rest:
SOUTH
Furman to edge Wofford
' Virginia to nip The Citadel
• i Alabama to shave by. Georgia
Washington and Lee to down
VPI
VMI to rip Davidson
N. C. State to trounce Louisville
Tulane to skin Mississippi
State
!
Mississippi to beat LSU
Vanderbilt over Chattanooga
West Virginia over Western Reserve
, Auburn over Louisiana College
!-'
EAST
■ Princeton to run through
Brown
Bucknell to trip Temple
Southern Cal to take Army
■ Cornell to bump Columbia
Colgate to flip Holy Cross
Penn to edge William and Mary
Dartmouth over Yale
Boston College over Richmond
Rutgers over Fordham
Boston U. over NYU
MID WEST
Michigan to trim Illinois
Ohio State to tilt Northwestern
Colorado to beat Iowa State
Penn State to edge Purdue
Colorado A & M over Brigham
Young
Bradley to stop Detroit
Drake over Great Lakes
Cincinnati over Hardin-Simons
Houston over Wichita
Wisconsin over Indiana
Oklahoma over Kansas-State
Kansas over Nebraska
Col. of Pacific over Marquette

Wyoming over Montana
Minnesota over Iowa
Utah State over Utah
SOUTHWEST
TCU to upset Baylor
Oklahoma A&M to trounce
Tulsa
Texas to shave Southern Methodist
Texas A&M to trim Arkansas
Rice over Pittsburgh
Texas Tech over Texas Western
Arizona over New Mexico
FAR WEST ,
California over UCLA
Stanford over Washington St.
Santa Clara over San Francisco
Oregon over Idaho
Washington over Oregon State
Loyola over Pepperdine
San Jose St. over San Diego
NTS

Leadership Class
Required Of Student
Leaders At Portland
The student leadership class
at the University of Portland,
a requirement for many administrative posts in the student council, is once again being offered here. Defined in
the catalogue as a "brief survey
of the theory of discussion and
problem solving," the course includes a study of parliamentary
law and the principles of leadership. The class is labeled
Speech 321 and titled "Discussion and Leadership."
Contents of the course are
separated into three divisions.
They are: Stimulate People to
Right Action, Strengthen and
Increase Your Prestige and
Making'a Personal Analysis.
It was pointed out here that
the class is being used as a
model for many similar courses
in colleges throughout the nation. Three hours' credit is offered for satisfactory completion of the course.

Clemson Deputation
Gives Program At
Columbia and USC Poultry Meet Held
On Sunday, October 14 a deputation from Clemson presented a At Purdue; Morgan
program at Columbia College and
the University of South Carolina.
Jim Neighbors presided at the And Boone Attend
programs, Tom Bryson of Mountville gave the devotional, David
Sherer of Columbia gave the
prayer, and Bob Froelich of New
Jersey provided special music.
Talks were given by John
Stanley of Conway and Jim Callahan of Atlanta, Georgia. The
group was accompanied by Mack
Branham of Columbia, Harold
Witt of Swansea, and Mr. J. R. R.
Cooper who served as advisor.

Teacher Examinations
Be Given February 16
Throughout Nation
The National Teacher Examinations, prepared and administered
annually by Educational Testing
Service, will be given at 200 testing centers throughout the United
States on Saturday, February 16,
1852.
At the one-Cay testing session a
candidate may take the common
examinations, which include tests
in professional information, general culture, English expression,
and non-verbal reasoning; and
one or two of nine optional examinations, designed to demonstrate
mastery of subject matter to be
taught. The college which a candidate is attending, or the school
system in which he is seeking employment, will advise him whether
he should take the National
Teacher Examinations, and which
of the optional examinations to
select.
Application forms, and a bulletin of information describing registration procedure and containing
sample test questions, may be obtained from college officials, school
superintendents, or directly from
the National Teacher Examinations, Educational Testing Service,
P. O. Box 592, Princeton, New
Jersey. Completed applications,
accompanied by proper examination fees, will be accepted by the
ETS office during November, December, and in January so long as
they are received before January
18, 1952.

HOKE SLOAN
For the game: Purple and orange crepe paper and stadium seats.
For the'Dance: Stud sets (maroon, white and smoked); maroon,
Black and white bow ties; tuxedo shirts, 123546132546 sets (blue,
maroon and white.

Professor C. L Morgan, head of
the poultry department, and Mr.
M. A. Boone; associate poultryman, attended a conference on
poultry breeding on October 16
and 17 at Purdue University,
Lafayette, Indiana.
Reports were made at this meeting on a cooperative poultry
breeding program in which research workers at thirteen southern experiment stations are engaged in an attempt to develop
an improved meat type chicken
which will also produce a large
number of eggs.
Cooperating experiment stations are located in Alabama,
Arkansas, Florida,
Georgia,
Kentucky, Louisiana, Mississippi, North Carolina, Oklahomo, South Carolina, Tennessee,
Texas, and Virginia.
The conference was held jointly
with research workers of the
North Central States who are engaged in a similar poultry breeding project. The results of recent
tests conducted at the central
poultry breeding testing station
located at Purdue University were
also studied.

Little Theater Offers
Cash Prize For Name
For New Playhouse
The Clemson Little Theater is
offering a five dollar prize for a
name fpr the "Sheepbarn Theater."
The old sheepbarn, which stands
next to the well known Hanover
House, is to be remodeled and
modernized for a Little Theater
playhouse. The name is to relate
in some way to the Clemson College Little Theater.
RULES for the contest are as
follows:
1. The contest is open only to
members of the Little Theater.
2. The suggested name and
the member's name and Season
ticket number should be written on a penny postal card and
mailed to: Secretary, Little
Theater, Box 148, Clemson.
Tickets for the students may be
secured from Mike McMillan in
the architecture department or
from Alan Cannon, Room 8-102.
Tickets for community folks may
be obtained from Polly Lowery,
telephone 5140. Student tickets
are, $1.00 and adult tickets are
$1.50. Tickets entitle the holder
to attend all Little Theater performances and functions.

Deputations Planned
For Vesoer Programs
November 4 And 11
Sunday, November 4, Miss Betty
Jean Seymore and a delegation
from the Woman's College of
Furman University will have
charge of the Vesper program at
6:10 p. m.
On Nov. 11, a delegation from
Wlnthrop College including Lucia
Agnew, Grace Pow, Nancy Hunter, Nancy Berly, Peggy Baskin,
Betty Yonce, and Dot Hayes will
present vesper programs.
Recently programs were presented by deputations from the
University of South Carolina,
from Limestone College, and
special speakers have been Dr.
G. H. Aull, head of the agricultural economics department and
chairman of the Clemson College YMCA Advisory Board; Dr.
S. J. Crouch, minister of the
Clemson Presbyterian Church;
Rev. Claude Evans, minister of
the Clemson Methodist Church;
Rev. M. C. Allen, minister of the
Clemson Baptist Church; and
Rev. A. L. Tubbs of Walhalla.
The public is invited to attend
these -vesper programs.

T*C

Perching Rifles Begun
Fifty-Nine Tears Ago

EVBRM
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"Between the Banks"
ANDERSON, S. C.

WHERE THE CLEMSON STUDENTS COME FROM
FIRST SEMESTER

1951-1952

By Rcmbert Stokes

The National Organization of the Pershing Rigles had
its modest beginning some fifty-nine years ago when, in
1892, Lt. John J. Pershing, then military professor at the
University of Nebraska, organized a crack drill unit of the
regiment's most proficient cadets.
Through a basic expansion plan
which has undergone but little
change, the organization has
grown to a field strength of eight
regiments and eighty-two companies.
The history of the movement
carries through three wars and
reveals numerous acts of loyalty, patriotism, heroism, and devotion to duty on the part of its
members. During the intervening
years of peace, the organization
has installed companies, established headquarters, called national conventions and drill meets,
won awards, and tried to instill
the spirit of teamwork among the
military students of basic R. O. T.
C. level.
Out of these years of activity, many cadets have seen their
calling into the armed service
and in answering this call have
attained recognition as some of
the most distinguished military
men of this era.
One such student influenced by
the P. R.'s was Cadet C. W. Weeks.
During his college career, Weeks
served as company commander of
the Pershing Rifles at the University of Nebraska in 1900.
Choosing the service as a profession, Weeks set an enviable record
during World War I and came
forth a full colonel. During the
post war years, he was assigned to
the University of Illinois as commandant of the R. O. T. C. unit.
There he organized a P. R. Company in 1931, and after being
transferred to Clemson, was responsible fcr the organization on
our campus in 1939.
The cadets were quick to respond to the. new organization.
Adoptinng a fast cadence, using a
four man front, and substituting
"squads" movement for flanking
movements, C-4's drill platoon
received recognition from conception.
So rapid was its "claim to
fame" that within a few years
the national headquarters met
and after discussing Clemson's
central South-Easterly location,
it's military college status, and
its response to the organization,
they decided to locate the Fourth
Regimental Headquarters here.
The jurisdiction of this regiment
extends from Virginia to Louisiana, and includes the following
companies: Co. A-4, University of
Tennessee, Knoxville, Tenn.; Co.
B-4, University of Alabama, University, Ala.; Co. C-4, Clemson
College, Clemson, S. C; Co. D-4,
Louisiana State University, University, Louisiana; Co. E-4, Virginia Polytechnic Institute, Blacksburg, Virginia; Co. F-4, Georgia
School of Technology, Atlanta,

Georgia; Co. G-4, University of
Florida, Gainesville, Florida; Co.
H-4, University of Mississippi,
Starkville, Mississippi; Co. 1-4,
Loyola University, New Orleans,
Louisiana.
During its ten years of existence,
the Regimental Headquarters has
been instrumental in organizing
many of these companies. However, most of the transactions between company staffs and regimental staff in the past has been
by mail. This year witnesses a
change in that policy.
Now, for the purpose of co-ordinating the efforts of these companies, Regimental Headquarters
has called a joint staffs meeting at
Clemson for November 9-10. The
visiting company staff officers
will be honored with an exhibition drill by P. R. Company C-4
during the half-time of the Clemson-Boston College game, and
will be entertained with a social
directed by Bill Asnip, captain of
the host company.
The regimental staff officers
are: Commander, Lawrence Fleming, colonel;
executive, Tom
Worth, lieutenant colonel; Forrest
Cookson, Jr., major; S-2, Gilbert
Campbell, captain; S-3, Bill Asnip, captain; S-4, Lonnie Howard,
captain, and P. I. O., Rembert
Stokes, captain.
As is customary, the headquarters staff sent a representative to
the national "Little-Convention"
held this past October. Reg Adj.
F. E. Cookson, Jr., flew to Denver for the three day affair.
Within the past few years,
the activity Of Clemson's Pershing Rifles has grown by leaps
and bounds. The company selected drill uniforms which
hare been in vogue now for
three years and are quite popular with the cadets.
They have increased their drill
schedule
to
include athletic
events, parades, guards 'of honor,
as well as the annual Mothers'
Day Exhibition Drill.
This year the company staff Is
attempting to strengthen the internal structure of the organization by developing a standard procedure for selecting new members
which will include the consideration of a cadets' academic standing, military aptitude, attitude,
and group appearance, as well as
his military proficiency. Officers
of P. R. Company C-4 includes:
Commander, Bill Asnip, captain;
executive, Gilbert Campbell, 1st
lieutenant; drill master,
Mae
Branham; 1st sergeant, Tom Giolosa, and company clerk, Charlie
Hagen.
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By Bobby Mixon
One of the strong points of this
year's Clemson defensive platoon
is a tall, black-haired end from
Spencer, North Carolina, named
George Withers. This 195 pounds
of Tarheel fury is a nemesis to
enemy runners, and his towering
6' 2" frame is enough to worry
would-be passers to the point of
tossing the ball away carelessly.
"Googie", as he is known by his
team-mates, possesses two distinct
qualities which help to. make him
one of the stalwarts of the Tiger
forward wall. These essential
traits are his alertness and aggressiveness, which have been exhibited in practically every game
he has played so far.. Another desirable characteristic is found in
the fact that he gets a thrill merely out of playing with the team,
which George considers a pretty
good team, even after last week's
loss. Withers feels that the game
on the West Coast is probably the
toughest of the year.
The youthful, friendly North
Carolinian participated in three
major sports, football, basketball,
and baseball, during his high
school days. He emphasized football, however, and starred at
right end for four years. During
his senior year he was selected to
play in the Optimist Bowl, which
roughly corresponds to the "AllStar game in South Carolina. He
also won a place on the All-State
team as well as the All-Conference team during his final year.

Let us Service Your Car for that trip to
Columbia on Thursday.

Stores in S. C.,—N. C,
CLEMSON MEN
ALWAYS WELCOME

Tinsley's Jewelers

—at-

Repairing a Specialty

COLLEGE GRILL

EASLEY, S. C.

Orange crepe paper.
WE HAVE A FULL STOCK OF HALLOWE'EN SUPPLD3S

J. E. SIRRINE COMPANY

Anderson, S. C.

THE HOUSE
OF
BLUE LIGHTS

EVERYBODY'S COMING TO THE

BAR-B-CUE
AT THEY CABIN
FROM 11 TIL 1
SATURDAY, NOV. 3

Membership $2.00 Per Tear
—Dance Friday and Saturday
nights with best colored orchestra in land. Clemson students
specially invited.

Below Fairgrounds
ANDERSON, S. C.

Bring your friends
before the game.
Sponsored by Block and
Bridle Club

ANDY'S
SHOE SHOP
Pendleton St. Basement

Sorrel Is Refrigeration and Electric Co.
Seneca, S. C.

Easley, S. C.

FRIGIDAIRE SALES AND SERVICE
Phone 741

—Engineers—
GREENVILLE

SOUTH CAROLINA

Prompt, Courteous
Service

WESTERN AUTO STORE
FULL LINE OF DAVIS TIRES, WIZARD BATTERIES
TRUE TONE RADIOS
SENECA, SOUTH CAROLINA

For Good Eating
ANYTIME
SOUTHERN STYLE HOME COOKING

and Ga.
EASLEY, S. C.

HARPER'S 5 & 10c
Decorate your car for the Carolina game with our Black and

REASONABLE
PRICES

Bill & Hattie's Drive-ln Restaurant
SANDWICHES
SHORT ORDERS
—Open 24 Hours—
2 1-2 Miles Out of Clemson on Seneca Highway

FILMS DEVELOPED
NEW Handy Way to
Protect, Keep Your Prints
Your roll film developed and enlarged to
HOBBY size. (About postcard size.) Returned to you in colorful plastic bound
album.
Reprints (extra prints) each 5c

8 EXP.
ROLL 40c
12 EXP.
ROLL 60c
16 EXP.
ROLL 80c

A Free Meal Ticket Weekly
Open to Public

CLEMSON CAFETERIA

155%
62%

friends and the promise of going
away to college (for he had been
offered a scholarship at nearby
Catawba College) finally led him
to select Clemson.
He enrolled in Clemson in
1949 and played end on the
freshman footbal Iteam of that
year. In 1950 he became the
number one defensive substitute at the right flank position
of the Orange Bowl Champs.
He began this year at the starting defensive left end post, but
was switched to his current right
anchor position later in the season.
Withers is a junior at Clemson
and plans to graduate in June
1953. He is majoring in textile
manufacturing and when asked
about his future plans, he admitted that he will probably serve in
the Army upon graduation. Nevertheless, he would like to go into
In basketball he made best the textile industry in the mills
use of his height in playing cen- around his home town, even
ter, and on the baseball dia- thought he confesses that he has
mond he performed as a pitcher. begun to like South Carolina.
It is interesting to note that When quizzed about his favorite
Withers served as captain on his pasttime, he said that he liked to
high school football, basketball, take in an occasional movie and
and baseball teams.
also enjoys watching "Art pay the
When the time came for George sales tax."
to decide which college to attend,
two determining factors enabled
him to choose Clemson. First, he
had several friends who were alCassels United
ready in school here; second, he
had been offered a football scholarship at the South Carolina instiStores, Inc.
tution. The persuasive talk of his

Now Private Club

AMOCO SERVICE STATION

783%

Withers Mainstay Right End;
Tackels Hard And Often

HALE'S
Registered Jewelers - American Gem Society

QUICK SERVICE - REASONABLE PRICES
Font's Camera
Shop

Page 5

• EACH PRINT DATED ON BACK
• VALUABLE PREMIUMS GIVEN'

• GET BETTER PRINTS FOR LESS

JACK RABBIT CO.
^

SPARTANBURG, S.C.
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Tigers Meet Wake Forest Deacons This Saturday
Wake Forest Boasts Best Defensive
Team In Southern Conference

?#*?

Chesterfields Sponsor
Football Contest

i

Clemson's Tigers, hungry for victory after losing to Carolina last Thursday, will meet the Ware Forest Deacons here,
at Clemson's Memorial Stadium Saturday afternoon at 2
o'clock. This game is expected to draw approximately 25,000 fans for the Tiger's sixth game of the season.

• Jim Shirley, powerful fullback and top Tiger footballer in the Big Thursday classic, is shown above gaining ground against the GameI; cock eleven. Pete Manos, 41, is behind Shirley helping out with the fine blocking that the Tigers displayed. (TIGER Staff photo by
Jack Trimmier.)

Tigs Third En Yards
Rushing; Deacons First
The Deacons of Wake Forest are
leading the Conference offensively
and
defensively. Clemson is
holding their own in the pass defense allowing opponents to only
78 yards per game by the air,, and
they are third allowing only 235
yards per game total rushing. Last
week's loss to Carolina knocked
Clemson from the leaders in the
offensive departments in passing
and running. Two weeks ago
the Tigs were third and second

respectively in each. Wake Forest is the leading defenders allowing a mere 183.4 yards per
game to opponents. These two
teams meet this week for the top
game in the Conference, and
Clemson's defense will be against
the Deacon's offense, anyway this
is the way the statistics show it.
Here are the leaders of the Conference in the different departments:

Total Offense
Yds. Per Game
1. Wake Forest
391.8
2. Maryland
389.8
3 VMI
344.0
4. Washington & Leee
. 342.2
5. William & Mary
. 325.7

Rushing Offense
Yds. Per Game
1. Maryland
305.0
2._Duke
'
228.3
3._Wake Forest
228.3
4._West Virginia
220.7
5._William & Mary
__ 211.8

Passing Offense
1. Wake Forest
2. VMI
3. Washington & Lee _
4._George Washington
5. William & Mary
Total Defense
1. Wake Forest _
2. West Virginia
3. Clemson
4. The Citadel _
5. Duke

Att.
.
.
.
.
.

120
145
105
118
86

Yds. Per Game
183.3
209.3
235.0
149.7
250.0

Completed
64
62
51
49
37

Punting
1. Maryland
2. Virginia Tech
3. North Carolina _
4. Washington & Lee
5. Duke

Points
24
45
45
29
36

Creighton Elected

of his major, and to all classes,
freshman as well as senior.
Officers elected for this year
are:
J. H. Creighton, chairman; D.
B. Salley, vice-chairman; R. F.
Brunson, secretary; H. B. Rawl,
treasurer; Prof. A. D. Lewis,
faculty adviser;
»
/Also, program committee: E. E.
Jones, H. J. Farr,; membership
committee, H. D. Wilkins, F, C.
Wilson, J. H. Boyd; publicity committee, C. E. Vuksta, J. D..Hill.
At its initial meetingg the club
decided to hold their meetings the
first Tuesday of each month.
Membership is still open for students desiring to join.
Along with the privileges'granted to members of the S. A. E., they
also receive a subscription to the
monthly issue of the S. A. E.
Journal.

Tuesday evening a number of
engineering students met at Riggs
Hall for the purpose of organizing
a Clemson chapter, Society of Automotive Engineers and electing
officers.
The aims of the student
branches are the aims of the society: "To promote the arts and
sciences and engineering practices
connected with the design, construction, and utilization of automotive apparatus."
The Society maintains a /placement service which is available
to enrolled students at no charge.
Student branch members are
welcomed to national meetings of
the Society and at regular meetings of the S. A. E. sections. They
are also extended all privileges
and courtesies of the S. A. E.
The local branch is open to any
engineering student, regardless

See Eagle's Complete
TOYLAND
Lay Away Now For
Christmas

Eagle Furniture
Co. No. 2
118 W. Church St. - Phone 4042
ANDERSON, S. C.

One of t^e s*'-""!* riniiits in
Clemson's invincible defensive
line in uie v^.u-/ o._i.' IN. C. ^...^e
last week was Tom Barton, wh^e
bone-crushing tackles during the
crucial moments of the game made
the Woiipack wxsn ' iney haa
never seen a football.
Not only does Barton contribute
physically to the Tiger forward
wall, but his very presence seems
to add a feeling of confidence to
the team.
This assuring effect upon his
team mates was easily seen by
this reporter during supper one

Rushing Defense
Yds. Per Game
1. Wake Forest _ I
81.3
2. West Virginia
97.0
3. Maryland
104.6
4. The Citadel _
145.2
5. Clemson
156.8

\tt. Completed
71
24
78
27 .
121
54
97
37
94
47

Automotive Engineers

By BOBBY MTXON

Yds. Per Game
163.5
154.5
138.3
,
120.2
113.8

Passing Defense
1. Washington & Lee .
2. Clemson
3. Furman
4. Duke
5. Virginia Tech

To Head Clemson's

kes
Team Mates; Leads
Defensive Action

Yds. Per Game
51.0
78.2
88.9
92.7
97.2
Avg.
_ 40.3
_ 39.1
. 39.1
.38.6
_38.2

night this week. Even when he
was busily stowing away his food,
he seemed to find time to make
several little side-remarks, as a
result of which the entire table
was a constant riot of laughing
and joking.
But when it comes to football, "Black Cat" assumes a
slightly more serious mood.
He began playing football back
in high school at Lancaster, South
Carolina, where he was born 23
years ago. He played guard for
four years on his high school
squad and earned a double honor
by being selected on the All-State
team and being chosen to participate in the annual Shrine Bowl
game.
Football was not Barton's only
diversion, however, as he took
I part in basketball and baseball

LET'S MAKE
THOSE DEACONS
SLAY DOWN THEIR

also. His high school cage team
won the state championship.
After graduation from high
school, Barton entered the Navy
and served for two years. Upon
his discharge, he enrolled at
Clemson and, strange as it may
seem, played end on the 1948
freshman team, which had a successful season with four wins
against one loss. In 1950 "Cat"
was a defensive standout, although he was used sparingly. In
several games, in spite of the
fact that,, he played little more
than a quarter, he was a leading
man on the tackle chart. He was
particularly skillful at rushing
opposing passers.
When asked the standard interview question concerning his
greatest thrill, Barton replied
that it was probably flying with
"Tennessee" Wade in a Piper Cub.
Incidentally, "Black Cat" roomed
with Wade until Barton got married in 1949. They still are practically inseparable and one is seldom seen without the other.
Another member of the team
brought out the fact that Barton
had been chosen for the office of
Sergeant-at-Arms in the Block C
Club because he was so "big and
mean." His so-called "meanness" can only be measured in the
minds of Clemson's gridiron opponents but his bigness. can be
stated in every-day terms; he's
6' 1" and weighs 205 pounds.
"Black Cat" is majoring in
Electrical Engineering and is a
junior. The big, dark - haired
guard with a ready grin and a
constant sparkle in his'eyes is apparently well-liked by his team
mates. They take great delight
in ribbing him because he is the
only "family man" on the varsity. During his off-hours, Barton likes to hunt and fish. But
regardless of all the jokes and
horse-play, Clemson coaches are
counting on Barton to play a lot
of guard for the rest of this fall
and next year.

The Tigers, with a record of
three wins and two losses, will
go into Saturday's battle as underdogs to the strong Wake Forest team which has a record of
'five wins and one loss. The Deasons beat Boston College by the
score of 20-7, rolled over N. C.
State 21-6, stomped
Richmond
as they piled up a 56-6 score,
handed George Washington a 2113 drubbing and last week scored
one of the biggest upsets of the
week when they beat the University of North Carolina 39-7.
The
Deacons' only
setback came
against William and Mary when
they came out on the short end of
a 7T6 score.
Clemson's loss to the University of South Carolina came as
a shock and a disappointment
to many Clemson supporters but
Coach Frank Howard stated that
despite that loss on Big Thursday, the Tigers would be fighting to get back into the winning column this coming Saturday. He added, "This Wake
Forest team is the roughest team
on our entire schedule and it
is going to take a lot of hard
work and hard playing to keep
in the game with them. Clem1
son's head mentor felt that the
offensive team was the main
defect in the Carolina game, and
he has switched the starters at
a few positions to try and remedy this. He has moved Bob
Patton to the starting left
tackle position on offense. Up
until this time, Bob has been
used solely for defense. Bob will
continue to play his regular defensive tackle slot also.
George Withers is expected to
be starting at the offensive left
end position in the place of
Kempson. Withers, regular defensive end, is expected to give
more support to the Tiger backfield on their reverses. Lawrence

Gressete is expected to start Saturday's game at the full back slot
for the Tigers. Gressette has seen
limited action so far this season
but has shown up well in practice.
The rest of the Tiger's lineup will
remain the same as in previous
games this season.
Coach Tom Rodgers, the Deacon's head coach, will bring the
Wake Forest team here with an
offensive
line
averaging
210
pounds. Big Bill George is the
main stay in the Deacon line, both
on offense and defense. Bill stands
6' 1" and weighs 230 pounds. He
plays the left tackle slot both on
offense and defense.
Jack Lewis, 6' 2", 195 pound
right end for the Baptists is another stalwart for the Deacons.
Lewis has caught 19 passes this
season to account for 336 yards.
Five of these passes were for
touchdowns. Ed McClure, the
regular left end for Wake' Forest
will be out the rest of the season
with a broken ankle received in
last week's game with UNC. Bob
Ondialla, 185 pound soph, will
be taking his place.
In the Deacon backfield, we
will find Ed Kissell 5' 11", 185
pound senior at the quarterback post. Kissell's alternate
is Dickie Davis, 150 pound senior, who was the star in last
week's game with UNC. Big Bill
Miller will be at the fullback
position for Wake Forest. Miller
stands an even six feet and tips
the scale at 205 pounds. At the
halfback positions for the Deacons will be Bruce Hillenbrand
and Guido Scarton.
To prove the power of the Wake
Forest team this year, statistics
show that the Deacons are leading the teams in the Southern
Conference in total offense, passing offense, total defense, and
rushing defense.

BILL MARTIN HEATING CO.
Heating and Air Conditioning
408 N. MAIN STREET

ANDERSON, S. C.

Chesterfield cigarettes will again run a "Football Guessing Contest" this week. Just pick the winner and the person choosing the most winners will win a cartoon of cigarettes. Send your entry by letter or post card to Charles
McCreight, Box 649, Clemson, S. C. Entries must be postmarked not later than 12 o'clock Saturday.
1—Maryland
Missouri
George Washington tj
2—South Carolina
Wake Forest
3—Clemson
Pittsburg
4—Rice
Texas
5—SMU
Georgia
Tech
6—Duke
TClf
7—Baylor
Alabama
8—Georgia
Wisconsin,_
9—Indiana
The Wake Forest defensive and
offensive teams are as follows:

LICENSED SANITONE
CLEANING

OFFENSIVE:
LE—Ondialla
LT—George
LG—Link
C—Lonahue
RF—Paletta
RT—Listopad
RE—Lewis
QB—Kissell
LH—Hillenbrand
RH—Scarton
FB—Miller

185
230
220
215
200
20
195
185
180
160
205

6'
6'
5'
6'
5'
6'
6'
5'
5'
5'
6'

0"
1"10"
2"
11"
2"
2"
11"
9"
9"
0"

DEFENSIVE:
LE—Onialla
LT—George
LG—Finnance
RG—Pickard
RT—Distopad
REI—Lewis
BU—Donahue
BU—Koch
HB—Gwinn •
HB—Spencer
TB—Kissell

185
230
205
205
250
195
215
200
170
175
185

6'
6'
5'
6'
6'
6'
6'
6'
6'
5'
5'

0"
1"
11"
0"
2"
2"
2"
0"
0"
10"
11"

Drake's will set the pace in
—STYLE
—QUALITY
—REASONABLE PRICES
Featuring "McGregor" among
our many famous name brands
of merchandise.

DRAKE'S
Next to
Center Theater
GREENVILLE. S. C.

Mac's Dry Cleaners
and Laundrette
Anderson. S. C.

Pictures at
YMCA
'ON THE CAMPUS1
Nov. 2—"Night Into Morning"
with Ray Milland, John Hodiak.
Nov. 2-3—"The Fighting Coast« guard" with Brian. Donlevy,"
Ella Raines.
Nov. 3—"Along the Great Divide" with Kirk Douglas, Virginia Mayo.
Nov. 5-6—"The First Legion"
with Charles Boyer, Walter
Hampden. Also "Only the
Valiant" with Gregory Peck,
Barbara Payton.
Nov. 7-8—"Inside the Walls of
Folsom Prison" with Steve
Cochran, David Brian. Also,
"Father's Little Dividend"
with Spencer Tracy, Joan
Bennett, Elizabeth Taylor.
OTHERS COMING—
"The Desert Hawk" with
Yvonne De Carlo.
"As Young As You Feel"
with Monty Woolley, Thelma'
Rita.
"Cyrano De Bergerac" with
Jose Ferrer, Mala Powers.
Also: "Oliver Twist," "Showboat", "I'd Climb the Highest
Mountain."

Be Happy-GO LUCK?!
LUCKIES
TASTE BETTER!
It takes fine tobacco to give you a bettertastirig cigarette. And Lucky Strike
means fine tobacco. But it takes something else, too—superior workmanship.
You get fine, light, mild tobacco in the
better-made cigarette. That's why
Luckies taste better. So, Be Happy—Go
Lucky! Get a carton today!

HEAR
Charlie Boyd Doing
the Tiger Games

tayChid^

Chiea^

WSNW...AT1150
The Voice of Liberty

^*-1

GENE
ANDERSON'S
INC.
"QUALITY COSTS
NO MORE"

GOOD BOOKS
SATURDAY

KLUTTZ STEAK HOUSE
GO TIGERS

212 - 214 South
Main Street
Anderson, S. C.

F.T-ludcv Strike Means Fine Tobacco
9

esn. mi «i[<iua toncca

U»M||
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Gamecocks Drop Tigs 20-0 In Big Thurs. Game
Walter Cox has released the
days that the students may pick
up student and date tickets for
the Furman game. The seniors
started buying their tickets last
Tuesday. Juniors may begin
buying them today and Monday, sophomores, Tuesday and
Wednesday, and freshmen on
Thursday and Friday of next
week. Everyone who wants to
buy a ticket is requested to do
so by next Friday.

By Harold Owen
fTWAS

A BLUE DAY FOR THE TIGER
There's not too much we can say about the "Big Thursday" game except that no matter how you look at it, it's
pretty hard to explain. The whole thing boils down to the
fact that the Tigers just couldn't get started. Anyway, the
game was much closer than the 20-0 score might indicate.
The Gamecocks failed all afternoon to engineer a sustained
drive with all three of their tallies coming as a result of
what could be called the "breaks" of game. The three touchdowns came via a fumble, a punt runback, and an intercepted
pass.
The Tiger defense did a great job of stopping the
''Cadillac" and the rest of the offensive Gamecocks but
' it was the Bird defense that won the contest.
Big Jim Shirley who was voted the most valuable Tigerplayer by the sports writers at the game, and Peter Cook who
played a whale of a defensive game, were the two outstanding Bengals in the fray. Cook was most valuable in halting
the Bird passing attack. Jimmy Quarles was also a standout on defense.

Defensive Position
Is Filled Capably
By Archie Baker
' By Carroll Moore
Throughout the first five games
of the season on the Tiger's schedule, there has been sparkling defensive play in the Bengal defensive backfield. One of the boys responsible for the great number of
passes that have been knocked
down and slashing tackles in the
Tiger secondary is Archie Baker.
Archie stands an even 6 feet
and tip% the scales at 180 pounds.
The likeable sophomore is majoring in arts and sciences. Archie's
home is in Charleston. Archie
feels that there is no other town
quite like his.
He began participating in sports
while attending Episcopal High
School in Alexandria, Va. "Arch"
played right end on Alexandria's
football team and shortstop on
the baseball nine. After two
years at Episcopal High, Archie
moved back to Charleston. Here
he continued in athletics.
His
junior year in high school, his
first year at Charleston High, he
again played the right end posi-

TIGERS TO BATTLE TOUGH DEACS
• The Deacons are going to be a tough team; there's no
doubt about it, possibly the roughest team the Tigers have
'played this year. Their record this season is as good a
buildup as they need. Last week they bowled over North Carolina who almost bested mighty Maryland.
The Tiger line will have to play more than heads up football to outcharge the Wake line which has the best defensive
average in the conference. Not only that but the Deacs have
virtually the same team that gave the Tigers a run for their
money last year.
The Wake line will be led by big bruising Bill George
who tips the scales at a monstrous 230 pounds. Another
standout in the Deac's line is Jack Lewis, their right end,
wjio has so far this season caught 19 passes for 336 yards and
five touchdowns. Leading the Deac offense will be Bill
Mller, a 205 pound fullback and little 150 pound Dickie Davis.
But the Deacons had better watch out because there
are going to be some changes in the Tiger team. Coach
"Howard has shifted the lineup in an effort to improve
the team, both offensively and defensively.
; So we believe the Tigers will win this game. Everybody else seems to be down on the Tigers and even predicting that the Bengals may not win another game this
year. But we feel differently. Basically the Tigers are a
good team. And with a few breaks they should be able to
win the rest of their games, starting with Wake Forest.
tion, but Archie moved to the
A GOOD FOOTBALL STORY
There was a story in the paper this week that concerned
Pooley Hubert, the father of Clemson's Pooley Hubert, and
a star on Alabama's 1924 Rose Bowl team. After coaching
•at VMI for 10 years, Hubert retired and has been in the livestock business since last April.
But the nearby Waynesboro high school football team
was having rather tough sledding so Pooley decided to help
the boys out if he could. He offered his services and advice
to their head coach. He instituted new plays and formations
•and generally picked up the spirit of the team.
The climax to the whole undertaking came last Friday night. Waynesboro who hadn't won a game journeyed to Tennille who hadn't lost. But when the game was
over Waynesboro was the winner, 12-6.
But the Tennille didn't like Pooley coaching the Waynes■boro team and filed a protest the outcome of which is still
pending.
But the whole story goes to show that once you get football in your blood it's impossible to get out. Also here's hoping that Pooley comes out all right wih" his undertaking.
BOLD BILLY HAIR
The Tiger tailback who has now become nationally
famous became even more so a little over a week ago
when he was caricatured in a nationally syndicated cartoon. The cartoon we saw was clipped from a paper in
. Nassau, N. Y. It was a good job and gave Billy praise
' that he really deserves.
ODDS AND ENDS
The quotation of the week was uttered by a man buying
tickets at the ticket office this week. As he was buying 10
^tickets to the game, he said very confidently, "We want to
see your lambs (meaning the Tigers) led to their slaughter.
This is the day we have been waiting for." Too bad he is
going to be disappointed . . . Speaking of tickets, it always
■amazes us why so many tickets are on sale at the Carolina
game around the stands . . . The pep meeting for the Wake
Forest game will be held tonight. The cheerleaders are
haping for a big turnout . . . Lawrence Gressette had the
best average of any back in the Carolina game, 6 yards per
carry.

HEYWARD MAHON CO.
—Greenville—

QUALITY CLOTHING FOR
YOUNG MEN
Clemson Headquarters in Greenville

backfield position to play the tailback slot for the Bantams his
senior year. The Bantams had
one of the strongest teams in the
state his senior year in high
schooL In addition to being a
mainstay to the Charleston football squad, he also played shortstop on the Bantam baseball team.
Archie entered- Clemson in
September 1949. He did not
play freshman football here at
Clemson but went out for the
squad last year. Archie bohunked the first two weeks of
last season but then moved up
on the varsity to the second
string defensive right half back
position for the rest of the season under Gil Rushton.
The amazing thing about Archie
is that when he started out playing football here at Clemson he
was on his own and was not on an
athletic scholarship. He continued to fight for a first string position until he achieved it. This season Archie is doing an excellent
job holding down the defensive
right half position.
In the game with the College
of Pacific, Archie knocked down
one of COP's passes in the end
zone that could have easily gone
for another Pacific touchdown.
Archie also played a good game
against Carolina last week when
on one occasion, he came dashing
in :from his defensive half back
position and threw a Carolina
back for a 7 yard loss which
forced the Gamecocks to punt on
the next down.
In addition to playing football
here at Clemson, Archie is a
member of the Tiger track squad.
He participates in the high jump
events.
Archie's favorite pastimes are
fishing, golfing, and water skiing.
He added that during the past
summer he spent most of his time
water skiing.

Bird Defense Hold Tigers Scoreless;
Bengals Fumble Four Times In Loss
An inspired South Carolina defense gave the Gamecocks
a 20-0 victory over the Clemson Tigers last Thursday in the
annual State Fair contest in Columbia before some 35,000
fans.
The Bird defensive team led South Carolina in conquering the Tigers as they pounced on four Tig fumbles one of
which set up a Bird touchdown, ran back a punt for another talley, and intercepted a pass for the final score.
The Tigers' offense was bottled
up the entire afternoon except Hair passed to George in the
for the waning minutes of the Carolina end Zone, but the ball
first half, when they marched slid through his hands. The Tigs
who was nailed on the Carolina failed to pick up their first down,
and Carolina took over.
passes of Billy Hair.
After Wadiak .and Balka tried
The first Gamecock tally came
as a result of a 74-yard punt re- two line plunges, the half ended
with the score Carolina 14, Clemturn by Bill Stephens.
A Tiger fumble on their own 25 son 0.
The second half was similar
handed the Gamecocks their secto the first. Neither team was
ond TD.
Early in the fourth quarter able to put on a sustained drive
Harry Jabbusch grabbed a Hair of any importance.
The only score was made in
pass on the Tiger 13-yard line
the final quarter, when Gamecock
Billy Hair (77) is stopped after a short gain in last Thursday's game with South Carolina. Th«
and ambled into the end zone.
Tigers dropped their second game of the season, 20-0. (TIGER Staff photo by Arnold Gaillard).
Defensive stars for the Tigers center, Harry Jabbusch, interwere Peter Cook, Jimmy Quar- cepted a Hair pass on the Tigers' He played both offense and deTigers. He should rank high in hold back those end runs and
les, "Blackcat" ^Barton, and 13,-yard line and raced untouch- fense for the Cubs and shifted
the Conference this year as a breaking up the pitchouts of the
ed
to
the
tally.
Archie Baker.
to defense his sophomore year
defensive man for he has four opposing teams. Gentry will be
Prezioso
missed
the
conversion,
Carolina won the toss and
on the varsity club.
more games this season to show
but Carolina already had more
elected to receive.
his will and ability to play and in there all of the way playing his
This season he is playing first help win for the Tigers.
heart out for the Tigers.
Radcliff kicked off to Drawdy than enough to overcome the slugteam defensive end, and is makwho was nailed on the Caroline gish Tigers.
In his spare time, he likes to
Safetyman Billy Stephens and ing a great showing. He is only fish, play more football, and eat.
22. Korn was Stopped for a yard
Fullback
Jim
Shirley were
gain by Crawford and Wade.
a junior, stands 6' 0", and weighs He said that he does not have any
25,000 Used
Hootie Johnson was stopped at named the outstanding players for around 180 pounds. He is majoring dislikes.
the line of scrimmage on the next the Gamecocks and the Tigers,
It looks as though the defensive
in education.
Books in Our
play. Robbins then booted the respectively.
problem
is solved aW left end
"Crump" has'kept the opposiball out on the Carolina 45.
Book Attic.
tion fairly well under control in with Frank doing a great job to
Shirley failed at center. Frank
Kennedy tried a reverse and lost
the five games that the Tigers
BOOKLOVERS'
13 yards. Shirley quick-kicked
have played; very few gains have
SUITS, SLACKS
into the Carolina end zone, and
been made around his side of the
PARADISE
the Gamecocks took over on their
AND SHIRTS
line. Two of his best performanown 20.
ces were against Rice and North
Steve Wadiak made two yards
—also—
made to your measure—
Carolina State, making several
on his first play of the game.
also make suits and slacks
Johnson lost five yards on a pitchANTIQUES
nice plays throwing the opposing
By Bill Burnett
from your material.
out.
backs for losses. Week before last
DOORS
Hair took Robbins' punt on the
One of Coach Bob Jones' big- and last week in Clemson's losses,
Tiger 34 and was stopped dead gest worries at the first of the seaPLUMBING
in his tracks. Kennedy fumbled son was defensive ends. Now this Frank made some nice plays from
his left end position.
on the next play, and Stephens
He has one more year and
recovered for the Gamecocks on
should hold his own with the
the Tiger 36.
ANDERSON, S. C.
best of the defensive ends his
Abbeville, S. C.
Balka shot a seven yard aerial
senior year, playing for the
to Wadiak. Balka made a first
down to the Clemson 36. Balka
missed his receiver on the next.
Knoebel intercepted the next
Balka pass and carried it back
to the Tiger 47.
Billy Hair made four yards
off tackle, but he had to punt
two plays later to the Carolina
18.
Wadiak and Balka picked up a
first down for Carolina, but the
Tiger defense tightened, and Robbins.^punter for Carolina, booted
out to the Bengals.
Hair took Robbins' kick and
returned it to Clemson's 36. After Shirley picked up one yard
off guard, Hair faded back to pass
but couldn't find a receiver open
and was thrown for a fifteen-yard
loss.
Billy picked up four on the
next play but was forced to kick
on the fourth down from his own'
29.
Billy Stephens took Hair's punt is no problem because he has
on his own 26 and didn't stop un- about four of the best ends in the
til he had carried the pig skin state. One of these gentlemen is
for 74 yards for the first Caro- left end Frank Gentry, better
lina touchdown. Prezioso kicked known to his teammates as
the extra point, and Carolina led "Crump."
7-0.
Frank hails from Erwin, TenHair made a first down after nessee, where he was bom July
the kickoff. Shirley fumbled. 24, 1930. In high school he playKennedy picked up the ball and ed end and tackle on the football
he fumbled.
team, center on the basketball
Cunningham grabbed the ball team,, and centerfield on the basefor the Gamecocks and held fast
on the Clemson 25. Carolina ball team. He received two letmoved to the Clemson 18 as the ters from each of the three sports.
In 1948, Gentry came to
first period ended.
Wadiak and Balka combined
Clemson on a scholarship and
ran the ball down down to the
played end for the freshmen.
Tiger's Z and Balka crashed
over guard for the second Bird
TD. Prezioso's conversion was
again good, and Carolina led
14-0.
tV5>
Clemson lost possession of the
ball, after picking up a first down,
on Shirley's fumble, but Pete
Cook regained the possession of
the pigskin for the Tigs as he
Fri.-Sat, Oct. 31-Nov. 1
intercepted a Gamecock pass that
100 GOOD REASONS WHY
was intended for Wadiak in the
end zone.
YOU RE BETTER OFF SMOKING
Hair, Gressette, and Shirley
LtSfc^
picked up another first down for
Clemson, but Shirley was forced
with
to kick.
After a 34-yard return for
Jane Powell
Carolina by""Korn, the Gamecocks
:ti-fr-K'
were forced to kick and the punt
LATE SHOW SATURDAY
•V *t
11:00 P. M.
PROVED definitely milder*aTm
rolled into the Clemson end zone.

Gentry Holding Own
At Left End Post;
Bolsters Defense

Richardson
Tailoring Co.

HOW MANY TIMES A DAY

IF YOU'RE AH AVERAGE SMOKER
THE RIGHT AHSWER IS OVER 200!

CLEMSON

RICH, YOUNG
AND PRETTY

Clemson again was forced to
kick out to Carolina after a pass
and two plays went to no avail.
Drawdy,
Carolina
fullback,
fumbled the ball two plays later,
and the Tigers recovered on the
Gamecock 46. A few plays later

PICKUP
Monday-Tuesday, Nov. 5-6

THUNDER ON
THE HILL
with
Claudette Colbert, Ann Blyth

Equipment
RAWLINGS - WILSON

Wed.-Thur., Nov. 7 and 8

DELANEY'S
Sporting Goods

ANGELS IN THE
OUTFIELD

GREENVILLE, S. C.

Yes, 260 times every day .
your nose and throat are
exposed to irritation • • •

THEATRE

Complete Stock of Athletic

24 College Street

NOAH'S ARK

Specializing in
HOT DOGS
AND HAMBURGERS
Open Til 1:00 A. M.

with
Paul Douglas, Janet Leigh

'.-;■'■-■:'■.

PHILIP MORRIS!

,*^

PROVED definitely less irritating tharj
any other leading brand-.*■•»*
PROVED by outstanding^nose
and throat specialists*

"S^f^

MOR£

5

*OKiN

S

HBASU*Bl

YES,
you'll be glad
tomorrow.. *
you smoked
PHILIP MORRIS)
today!

PHILIP MORRIS
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The TIGER—"He Roars For Clemson A & M"

Thursday, November 1, 1951^

Twenty-Eight Leaders Will Receive Clemson Degrees
Poole Will Confer
Degrees At Exercise
In College Chapel
Twenty-eight of the nation's
leaders in industry, engineering,
agriculture, and government, who
have made important contributions to the progress of South
Carolina through their business
or outside interests, will receive
honorary degrees from Clemson
College on November 3. These
degrees will be awarded as a part
of the dedication ceremonies of
the vast J. E. Sirrine Textile
Building, one of the South's finest
educational structures.
Other features of "Textile Day
at Clemson" will be the address
by Governor James F. Byrnes
during the dedication exercises
and an open house at the School
of Textiles during which guided
T^e aooye outstanding leaders will receive honorary degrees Saturday in exercises at Clemson College. Tney are, from left to right, top row: William H. Beattie, Harold Blancke, Henry M. Bliss, James F.
tours will be conducted through
Byrnes, W. B. Camp, R. H. Chapman, Norman A. Cocke, Charles E. Daniel, F. B. Davis, Jr., Benjamin B. Gossett, F. E. Grier, F. M. Gunby, L O Hammett, and R. E. Henry. Bottom row: Henry P. Kendall, M. C.
the entire plant. Many of the
textile industry's top executives
Lightner, Leon Lowenstein, Ellison S. McKissick, Ralph T. Marshall, Jeremiah Milbank, Roger Milliken, Walter S. Montgomery, Homer M. Pace, James C. Self, Robert T. Stevens, S. H. Swint, Fred W. Symmes,
are expected to crowd the campus
and George M. Wright. (Photo courtesy The Greenville News).
for the occasion.
To receive the Doctor of Texbacking by somebody's orchestra.
and there were two major
tile Industries degree are WilSecond side is Birds, and it
courses
of
study,
Textile
Enlian H. Beattie, president of
shows the range for which Yma
gineering
and
Textile
ChemisWoodslde Mills, Greenville, S.
is so justly famous." She sings all
try and Dyeing. Since 1946
C; Harold Blancke, president of
the way from contralto to coloraBy
"T.
K."
VASSY
official
ballot
for
voting
in
the
there
has
been
on
increasing
the Celanese Corporation of
Metronome All-Stars contest. tura soprano, with a few grunts'
stress
on
the
processing
of
synAmerica, New York, N. Y.,
Let's kickoff tonight with a Only those ballots which are and bird calls thrown in for efEnrollment in textile courses at Clemson has increased more than
Henry M. Bliss, president and two hundred per cent in the past ten years, according to statistical thetic fibers and a reorganizagood word from the record in- submitted on this official form fect. In our opinion, this side
treasurer of Pacific Mills, Bos- figures released here in connection with the coming Textile Day on tion of. the curriculum. A new
The J. E. Sirrine Textile Foun- dustry. The so-called "five and will be counted. Maybe you is strictly for the animals after
ton, Mass.; James F. Byrnes, November 3. This increase tops those of all other phases of educa- major course in Textile Mandation
will hold its annual meet- dime" long play record manufac- didn't know it, but the royalties whom it is named.,
governor of South Carolina, Co- tion at the college by a-wide margin. For the past two years this en- ufacturing was developed to
A few lines of last minute
ing
Friday
and Saturday, Novem- turers are expanding their field. from All-Star records go to
which
the
full
option
in
Knitrollment
has
been
the
largest
of
the
nations
ten
college
level
textile
lumbia, S. C; Robert H. ChapThese LP's sell much cheaper charity. In eleven issues, roy-' scoop on Tex. As you would
schools.
ber
2
and
3
on
the
Clemson
camting
was
added
in
1949.
man, chairman of the board of
than the regular ones, such as alties have amounted to $35,000.
expect, he was near the top in
During the post-war years the School of Textiles has run a
No special course in synthetic pus. This organization has been Columbia, Victor, Decca, etc.
trustees of the J. E. Sirrine Texclose race with the School of Agriculture for the second largest
the nationwide poll of bands.
Cutting honors for this year, go
one
of,the
main
factors
in
buildfibers
has
been
added
with
the
tile Foundation and vice-presinumber of students just behind the School of Engineering, despite
One outfit in particular is
The number escapes me now, >
to MGM.
exception of Rayon Throwing and ing the Clemson School of Tex- Remington Records, who are
the fact that agriculture offers twelve majors and engineering
dent and assistant treasurer of
tiles
up
to
its
unsurpassed
posiThe second volume of Jamming but Tex has the kind of band
seven while textile has only three. These are textile engigeerWarp Preparation. Their processInman Mills and Riverdale
selling three 12-inch discs for
that will always be close to the
ing, textile chemistry and dyeing, and textile manufacturing
ing is taught and carried along tion in the field of textile edu- $6.57. Can you imagine it? at Rudi's is now available. PerMills, Inman, S. C. and Piedtop. Some of his late releases
which
has
a
knitting
option.
This
year
textile
manufacturing
is
cation
today.
Through
it
the
texsonel
includes
Lips
Page;
Tyree
in the same courses as cotton
mont Wood Preserving Comby far the largest single major at Clemson with 472 students,
tile industry of South Carolina So far, only operas and sym- Glenn, Sonny Greer, Paul Quin- are Tennessee Central backed
manufacturing
so
that
the
students
pany, Augusta, Ga.
over 200 more than the next largest major, mechanical engineerphonies are available at these
by 'S Wonderful. Central is a '
see these new fibers in process has contributed almost $1,000,000 prices, but teh company is ichette, Burney Peacock, Walter try at achieving the - success
ing. The enrollment for the whole School of Textiles numbers
Also Charles E. Daniel, presii
for
the
improvement
of
textile
Page,
Kenny
Kersey,
Dan
Burley,
right along with the cotton.
677 stud ens, one-fourth of the college's total.
dent and treasurer of the Daniel
getting ready to jump into the
and Dan Barker. Sides are Skiffle which was enjoyed by ChattaThe philosophy of the Clemson education in the state.
To give this large student body
Construction Company, Greenjazz field.
George
M.
Wright
of
Abbevillle
Jam,
Moanin' Dan, Sunny Jun- nooga Choo-Choo, but we beSchool
of
Textiles
centers
around
ville, S. C, and chairman of the the best possible instruction the ject devoted to the development
George Shearing and Billy Eck- gle, Sweet Sue, and Kersey's lieve it misses the mark slightis
president
of
the
Foundation
and
educating, its students in the
executive committee of the Clem- textile faculty has almost tripled of navigational aids.
Robert H. Chapman of Inman is stine have teamed up to cut a
Upon his return to Clemson- in broad concepts of textiles. In chairman of its board of trustees. few sides for MGM. This same Boogie.
son Board of Trustees; Benjamin since 1941. Today it has 30 memFor one thing, Tex will have
I haven't heard these sides yet,
to go a long way before he comes,
B. Gossett, former president and bers ranging in rank from full 1945 Dr. Brown was named to these times, called "the age of tex- All of the trustees are prominent team is on a concert tour at the
but hav reports that they are
up with another like Choo-Choo.
board chairman of several leading professors to instructional assist- head the School of Textiles be- tile renaissance" by many, em- South Carolina textile executives. present, and these numbers were
great. Couldn't be otherwise wtih
textile concerns, Charlotte, N. C; ants. This is a cosmopolitan cause of his recognize^ ability in phasis is being put on advanced Several of them will be among cut the day the tour was started. this lineup of sidemen. If num- Not that Tex is losing his touch,
education
in
techniques
which
Francis E. Grier, president and group composed of scholars, the field of research'and his backthe recipients of honorary Doctor The sides are You're Driving Me ber two is as much as number one, but Central is not the type of
treasurer of Abney Mills, Green- scientists and practical teachers, ground in general educational has been virtually ignored in the of Textile Industries degrees to Crazy coupled with Taking a we're in for a super-duper treat. song which will catch on. 'S Wonderful is what is known in the
wood, S. G; Lawrence O. Ham- fortified by the interest of re- development. He took over a five thousands% years history of the be awarded at the dedication Chance on Love, both of whicr are
Got a line on a couple of new trade as a showcase tune. In
included on the concert program.
mett, president and treasurer of search workers in physics and ag- school built up since its founding textile industry.
ceremonies
of
the
J.
E.
Sirrine
sides by an outfit that is new to other words, it is the type tune
Following the trend in demand
MGM hopes to have them ready
' Chiquola Manufacturing Com- riculture. Almost all of these in 1898 by four other directors
for graduates with training in the Textile Building Saturday morn- for release by the latter part of me. The orchestra is that of that shows the orchestra's styte
pany, Honea Path, S. C; Robert men have had experience in the and deans: J. H. M. Beaty 1898ing.
James Moody, and the sides are
to great advantage. This is th?
-E. Henry, former president of textile industry and a majority of 1905, C. S. Doggett 1905-1927, H. basic engineering sciences, the
Through the efforts of the this week.
Autumn
Leaves backed by Shades kind of record that MGM would
Textile Engineering major has
them
have
advanced
degrees.
H.
Willis
1927-1943,
and
R.
K.
As to the tour, on the first
Dunean and Victor Monaghan
late
J.
E.
Sirrine,
prominent
texbeen modified from the days
Dr. Hugh M. Brown, a well- Eaton 1943-1945.
night, the gross was $15,000, of Blond. As nearly as we can do well to send to the disc-jockeys
Mills, Greenville, S. C; Henry P.
tile industrialist of Greenwhen
it
was
the
main
textile
known
research
scientist,
is
dean
with Eckstine getting the per find out, this is the same James in order to boost Tex. I's great.
The School of Textiles is
Kendall, chairman of the board
ville, the organization came incourse
at
Clemson.
Students
in
of
the
School.
Educated
at
the
Two other which we haven't'
centage. Second stop grossed Moody who used to play tenor for
divided into four departments:
of the Kendall Company, Boston,
to being in 1943. The textile
Diz. But that Moody is now heard are Unforgettable and
this
major
receive
instruction
in
$16,800.
Mass.; Leon Lowenstein, chair- Universities of Denver' and Cali- textile management, yarn manliving and blowing in Paris, but One Of These Days One Of
basic textile courses for a total of industry of the state, seeing
Catch this—Decca has released
man of the board of M. Lowen- fornia, Dean Brown joined the ufacture, weaving and designing,
that it would need better edunothing is said about France on Your Dreams Is Bound To Come
thirty-six
college
credits.
One
Clemson
faculty
in
1927
and
beHave
Faith
and
Say
a
Little
Prayand textile chemistry and dyestein & Sons, Inc., New York, N.
cated and trained men to adethe labels (Blue Note).
came head of the physics depart- ing. Dr. Brown himself is in hundred and fourteen credits are
True. What a title*
Y.
quately and profitably meet the er, featuring Marie Knight and
in
physics,
mathematics,
mechanAnother coupling by Moody,
ment which he. developed into an charge of textile management.
Don't fail to go to the dances.'
Jersey
JoeWolcott!
rapidly
changing
manufacturAlso Ellison S. McKissick, pres- outstanding educational unit. For
ical and electrical engineering,
which is even more than the This is going to be a big weekKenton's
latest
are
Francesca
Professor
Gaston
Gage,
a
grading
problems
of
the
times,
subident and treasurer of Alice Mills, three years during World War II
English, economics, and other genabove, is September Serenade end at Tigertown, and those who
Easley, S. G; Ralph T. Marshall, he was on leave at the Massa- uate of - Clemson and Pennsyl- eral college subjects. Graduates scribed about $800,000 to the coupled with Night Watch on Cap- and So Very Pretty. The latter
miss the dancing will miss the
itol
label.
First
is
a
tango
of
vania State College, heads yarn
Foundation in a few months.
president of Utica and Mohawk
has some terrific bop, and some best part.
chusetts Institute of Technology manufacture. Weaving and de- in this course are prepared to ensorts,
and
doesn't
serve
to
prove
The
subscribers
honored
Mr.
Mills, Inc. and Utica Willowvale
ter the research and development
where he worked on a joint Britmuch of anything. Night Watch more than average backing by
Bleaching Company, Utica, N. Y.; ish-American-Canadian radar pro- signing is in charge of Professor fields which are now being em- Sirrine during his lifetime by
the big Moody band.
A. E. McKenna, also a Clemson
naming the Foundation for him is the swingingest Kenton in quite
Roger Milliken, president of DeerYma Sumas, the Peruvian
CLASSI Fl ED
phasized
by
industry.
some
time,
and
should
enjoy
some
man with a graduate degree
and by choosing him for its first
ing-Milliken & Company, New
thrush, has released two new
The Textile Manufacturing chairman of the board. Mr. Chap- popularity.
from
the
University
of
TennesYork, N. Y. and chairman of the chairman - of. the Clemson board
curriculum prepares students to man became the first president
All you music-lovers be sure sides, which we heard in Ander- FOR SALE—One Cushman Motoir
board of the Institute of Textile of trustees, and a history of the see and study at the Rhode IsScooter 1948 Mod. See H. M.
son. First is Najala's Lament,
enter
the
production
and
manand served for four years, resign- to get hold of the November is- which will go big with the Sumac Marett, 120 W. Earl St., Anderson,
Technology, Charlottesville, Va.; School of Textiles by Dean Hugh land School of Design and Bradagement phases of the textile ing because of the pressure of sue of Metronome. It has the
Walter S. Montgomery, president M. Brown. The degrees will be ford-Durfee Textile School. A
fans. Only trouble is rather heavy S. C.
field. Sixty-five of their one private business. He was chosen
and treasurer of Spartan Mills, awarded by Dr. R. F. Poole, graduate of Erskine College and
hundred
and
fifty
college
credits
the University of Tennessee,
to succeed Mr. Sirrine as chairSpartanburg, S. C; James C. Self, president of the college.
are taken in textile subjects. man after the latter's death in at other schools. These proProfessor Joseph Lindsay is head
president of Greenwood Mills,
Members of the board of trusThe other credits are in the 1947. Mr. Wright has been presi- visions have greatly heightened
Greenwood, S. C; Robert T. Set- tees of the college and the J. E. of the department of textile
general educational courses of dent of the group since that year. the moral of the teaching perchemistry
and
dyeing.
vens, chairman of the board of J. Sirrine Textile Foundation will be
sonnel and has given them inthe college. Students taking the
To carry out the purpose for
Two new courses have been
P. Stevens & Company, Inc. and present for the occasion as will
creased practical and academic
Knitting option are prepared
"^airman of the Federal Reserve members of the South Carolina added to Clemson's textile curri- for hosiery and knit garment which the Foundation was estab- knowledge.
lished
a
basis
of
close
cooperation
Bank, New York, N. Y.; Samuel Division of the Southern Textile culum this fall as a part of the branches of the textile industry.
Current officers of the Founhas been worked out with Clemcollege's plan to keep abreast of
H. Swint, president of the Granite- Association.
dation in addition to the president
Work
in
the
Textile
Chemistry
son.
The
interest
from
this
huge
the
rapidly
expanding
textile
inville Company, Graniteville, S. C;
The recipients of the degrees
and chairman of the board are C.
Frederick W. Symmes, president and other guests of the college dustry in the South. These new and Dyeing major includes many fund each year is put to use ex- B. Nichols of Anderson, vicesubjects
in
general
chemistry
as
clusively at the college. The
of the Nuckasee Manufacturing of the Sirrine Building, after subjects, Rayon Throwing and
president and John K. Cauthen of
Company and the Piedmont Plush will be taken on a guided tour Warp Preparation and Woolen well as textile, chemistry and se- Foundation has set up in the' Columbia, secretary - treasurer.
lected
subjects
in
general
textiles.
School
of
Textiles
a
retirement
Company and vice-president of which they will attend a buffet Worsted Yarn Manufacturing, are
Foundation trustees are S. H.
the Camperdown Company, luncheon in the Field House and the most recent additions to the Graduates in this major work in plan for full and associate pro- Lander of Anderson, Fred B. Dent
the
various
phases
of
textile
fessors
which
is
supplemental
to
textile
program
following
the
inGreenville, S. C; and George M. the Clemson-Wake Forest footof Arcadia, B. F. Hagood of EasWright, president of, the J. E. Sir- ball game in Memorial Stadium. auguration of a full major in coloring, bleachihg, printing, dye- the state retirement system.
ing,
and
finishing
of
textile
yarns
Another plan has made it ley, S. H. Swint of Graniteville,
rine Textile Foundation, '" "■■eThe public is invited to inspect Knitting which came two years and fabrics as well as the manupossible
for faculty members to R. E. Henry and E. R. Stall of
ago
and
which
produced
its
first
ville, S. C, and retired president Clemson's textile facilities all day
facture
and
sale
of
dye-stuffs.
travel
and
study actual opera- Greenville, Walter Regnery of Joof Republic Cotton Mills, Great Saturday starting at 11 a. m. Tex- ten graduates in June.
Graduate
work
leading
toward
tions in the textile industry anna, C. B. Hayes of Lyman, W.
Falls, S. C.
Clemson was one of the first
tile faculty members and students
a'
Master's
degree
in
Textile
and
to do further graduate work S. Montgomery of Spartanburg,
The Doctor of Agricultural will be oft hand to conduct tours schools in the . country to offer
W. A. Sibley of Union and W. S.
Chemistry
and
Dyeing
was
first
Industries degree will be of the building and explain all college, level courses in textiles.
tion to the graduate work, there Ervin of Ware Shoals.
offered
in
1949.
It
is
contemawarded to Wofford B. Camp, phases , of . its operation.
Since 1898 it has placed more
Honorary degrees will be awardplated that a Master's degree in are a number of projects in apa 1916 Clemson graduate, presThough the building was com- than 1300 graduates in the indus^ Textile Technology will be offer- plied research going on !i the ed to: trustees Wright, Chapman,
ident of W. B. Camp & Sons, pleted'in. 1939, its two and a half try, mainly in the South, holding
Swint, Henry,' :and Montgomery.
ed in. the near future.' In addi- School.
Inc., Bakersfield, Calif., one of acres of floor space has only re- positions at all levels from bethe world's largest farmers and cently been completely filled with ginners in training programs up
a trustee of the Clemson Foun- the latest in textile machinery and to presidents of large textile condation; Francis B. Davis, Jr., laboratory equipment through corns.
Before World War H the cotchairman of the board of the the combined efforts of the state
National Distillers . - Chemical governrhent and the textile indus- ton system was emphasized in
Your Clemson Headquarters Since 1908
textile instruction at Clemson
Corporation, New York, N. Y. try.
and an outstanding livestock
raiser at Bray's Island Plantation, Yemassee, S. C; and Jeremiah Milbank, well known business man and philanthropist of
New York, N. Y„ and an outMake appointments in Dean's Office
standing agricultural benefar' —
Riggs Hall
In Jasper County, S. C.
Receiving the Doctor of Industries degree will be Norman A. I
Cocke, vice-president of the Duke '
Power Company and the Piedmont
Boeing is interested in gradua
.vith a
•md Northern Railway Company,
B.
S.
or
higher
degree
in:
Charlotte, N. C; Frank M. GunSERVING CLEMSON STUDENTS, CLEMSON PEOPLp,
by, a 1902 Clemson graduate, an
• AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING
EARBOBS
WATCHES
associate and director of Charles
AND CLEMSON'S FRIENDS AND VISITORS
• MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
T. Main, Inc., Boston, Mass., and
' CAMEOS
PENDENT SETS
i trustee of the Clemson Founda• CIVIL ENGINEERING
IS
OUR
WAY
OF
MIXING
PLEASURE
BRACELETS
tion; Milton C. Lightner, presiPEARLS
• ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
'ent of the Singer Manufacturing
WTH BUSINESS
COMPACTS
SCATTER-PINS
including electronics and servo mechanisms
Company, New York, N. Y.; and
Tomer M. Pace, a vice-president
ind director of the South Carolina
A fabulous selection of registered bonded
Electric & Gas Company, CharlesDECIDE NOW TO BUILD
rings she'll wear forever. See your
ton, S. C.
//
The ceremonies will begin at
YOUR CAREER AT
10 a. m. in the college chapel.
"Country
Gentlemen
Jeweler"
In addition to Governor Byrnes'
address, entitled "The Role of In^ H
dustry in South Carolina's Progress," there will be an address
' of welcome by Robert M. Cooper,

Textile Enrollment Is
Up 200 Per Cent

Sirrine Foundation
Will Meet Here
November 2 And 3

Platter Chatter....

ENGINEERS UN
Representatives of Boeing

Airplane Company wilt inter-

view engineering graduates

relative to employment at

Seattle and Wichita plants

ake Christmas
Lay - \ways
EARLY

L C. Martin Drug Company
Clemson Book Store

ON THE CAMPUS
November 1-2

BOEING

"WHERE ALL CLEMSON MEETS

CLEMSON JEWELERS
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